Expo 86:

The Vancouver World's Fair

[UPDATE: November, 2007—As I gradually go back over my old travelogues, I’ll be leaving the original text intact but
adding additional comments in boldfaced enclosed in brackets to expand on what was originally said. I’ll also add some
additional scanned photos to enhance the original travelogues.
This was the first big trip I took in my own car, and it probably remains the single longest car trip I’ve taken. It was
the first—and still only—time I’d been to a world’s fair, and one of the few times I’ve centered a vacation on a major tourist
event. While Expo 86 was the focus of the trip, there was a lot more to this trip than that. My brother Steve and I explores
nearly all of western Canada and a lot of the U.S. in the process of going to and from the world’s fair. It was really a grand
tour, one I’d be hard pressed to afford today.]

LEFT: The world's largest hockey stick,
a focal point at Expo 86 in Vancouver

RIGHT: David Burrow in Banff National Park, Alberta,
hiking in the snow

It's Christmas now, six full months since Steve and I returned from Canada and Expo '86. I could never seem to settle down to
writing a summary of the journeys right after returning. At that point I was engrossed in John Steinbeck's famous travelogue Travels
with Charley [still one of my favorite books], and I suppose I knew I couldn't compete. At any rate, it is long past time that I got
something down on paper (or at least on floppy disc) [that would have been an 8-inch floppy for my old Apple II computer]. If
nothing else, it gives me a chance to relive the journey in my memory—and ... you can do it, too.

THURSDAY JUNE 5 ----- ALGONA, IOWA TO PORTLAND, NORTH DAKOTA
Steve came up to my place and stayed over last night. [He would have been one of the first visitors to my apartment, a
place where it’s still rare to hear the doorbell ring]. He had to type some document for a co-worker in Iowa City, and I had lots of
last-minute errands to run. It was pushing noon when we finally got off. We left Algona and drove north on US 169 to Bancroft, a route
I’ve taken many times. We stopped at a convenience store in Swea City to buy the Register and read the final results of Tuesday’s
primary elections. The big news from my area was that “Gopher” of TV’s Love Boat was running against a relative unknown for
Congress. (Out-of-towners may not know that, while I voted against him, Gopher—a.k.a. Fred Grandy—won November’s general
election.) [Actually, in his tenure in Washington, I voted FOR Representative Grandy more than once. … And, while he was no
more an Iowan than Hillary Clinton is a New Yorker, he was a far better Congressman than what followed him.]
I also found out, to my horror, that I (who had not really been following politics last spring) mistakenly cast my cote for an ultra
right-wing lunatic. Actually, I was trying to be a liberal, affirmative action type—I cast my vote solely on the man’s Hispanic name.
Fortunately other Iowa Democrats were not so stupid as me, and Mr. Chavez lost overwhelmingly.

We drove northward to Fairmont and then to New Ulm, Minnesota, where we stopped briefly for lunch. New Ulm is a rather
quaint town that tries hard to look as much like OLD Ulm as possible. I visited there at length a few summers ago, when my dad was
taking a media course in Mankato. [… And, though it’s quite close to Algona, I don’t think I’ve been there more than one time
since this trip.] On our brief drive through the town we saw only the stately old houses along the main highways, but even that
brought back pleasant memories.
From New Ulm we drove west to Sleepy Eye, a nothing little town mentioned again and again in the Little House TV series
(even though the chance is quite slim that Laura Ingalls Wilder ever went anywhere near there). Steve and I traded off driving as we
continued northward and westward, for a very pleasant afternoon drive—passing through Morton, Olivia, Wilmar, and Glenwood. Much
of southern Minnesota is flat and really quite dull, but this route (state highway 55) curved among gentle hills and cut through pretty
woods. The area had obviously gotten a lot of rain recently; in several places the marshes had grown to where they washed onto the
road—but just enough to make it interesting, not so much that it was flooded. The sun was bright, yet the weather was pleasantly cool;
we couldn’t have made a better start to our vacation.
We stopped for gas in Fergus Falls. I've always thought that town had the funniest name; it's one of those places I've always
wanted to say I have been to—although having been there I can't say I'll be rushing back. From Fergus Falls we took Interstate 94
northwest to Moorhead, where we crossed the Red River into Fargo, North Dakota. Fargo is a nice little city, although it is literally in the
middle of nowhere. The place reminds me a lot of Cedar Rapids, although I can’t for the life of me say why. [Perhaps it’s because it’s
a dull Midwestern city almost exactly the same size as C.R.] It's a pleasant enough place, but there was certainly nothing to keep
us there. We had dinner at a Pizza Hut on the south side of the city and then drove on.
It was getting late, so we checked out the campground book for places to stop. That’s when we found that there really aren’t a
lot of campgrounds in North Dakota. The one place that was relatively near was a city park in the town of Portland, about 15 miles west
of I-29. While it was off the road and had no facilities to speak of, the one thing that highly recommended it was that it was free. We
found the park and drove right into the middle of somebody's beer bash. Not wanting to disturb the party (or it us), we drove to the far
end of the park and pitched our tent—the only campers in the park. I still didn’t feel particularly comfortable, but there really wasn’t
much choice in the matter. The party ended before too long, and then the local kids began "cruising" through the park. Headlight after
headlight illuminated our tent. No one really bothered us, but headlight after headlight illuminated our tent. Steve and I entertained
ourselves by playing "Jeopardy" and looking through my photos of Europe. Eventually we got to sleep.
[This experience, combined with some unfortunate hotel rooms I’d stay in on a later trip to northern Minnesota and
Ontario, would change me from a spur-of-the-moment traveler to someone who would carefully plan everything months in
advance. These days I can’t imagine setting off and not worrying about finding somewhere to stop until it was time to stop.
Today I always travel with reservations—and even if I were going camping (something I’ve done exactly once on my own), I’d
know exactly what park I was going to and precisely how to get there. I basically switched from my father into my mother
when it came to travel. Both of them had serious wanderlust, but my mother was much more organized about things.
Of course, it’s a lot easier to plan things to death these days. If we’d made this trip in the internet age, we wouldn’t
have needed a campground guide. We could have easily checked out every campground—private or public—between Iowa
and British Columbia with just a few clicks of the mouse. I suppose that takes a bit of the adventure out of travel, but it makes
things go a lot more smoothly.]
Saying we got to sleep is by no means to imply we slept long or well. [… And right there is the main reason I splurge for
hotels these days instead of camping on my own.] There is a strange feeling in being a lone camper, made even stranger when
drunk people in cars are passing by your tent. (Oops, snap judgment—I can’t personally say the people in those cars were drunk, but
I’d bet a number of the kids I teach, who have a bit more experience in “cruising” than I do, would tend to agree with that statement.)
Well, let me repeat, eventually we got to sleep.

FRIDAY, JUNE 6 ----- PORTLAND, NORTH DAKOTA TO WINNIPEG, MANITOBA
It was before five when we got up. I think the last time I voluntarily witnessed that hour was an occasion at UNI when a number
of friends sat on a street corner on College Hill playing guitars and singing Harry Chapin songs (in honor of that musician’s death).
[Actually it was probably when we had a layover at Shannon Airport en route to Russia—though I’m not sure jet lag is exactly
“voluntary”.] This occasion was a bit different; we were awakened by bright sunlight glaring in our tent window. We could have tried
all we wanted and still not gotten back to sleep, so we began our day early.
We struck camp and left the deserted park. We drove back to the interstate and then north to Grand Forks, where we had
breakfast at McDonalds shortly after they opened. North of Grand Forks, I-29 is still a wide, well-maintained highway, but there was
virtually no traffic on the road. We met no traffic at all on our side of the freeway, and it was several minutes between sightings of traffic
(mostly trucks) on the other side. Maybe it was because it was still quite early in the morning, or maybe it was because the highway
really doesn't go anywhere but Canada. Whatever the reason, it was certainly a lonely old road. We stopped briefly at a fake log cabin
rest area. The site of the rest area had some historical importance, but it was nothing I can remember now. Then, about the time we
left some other days, we made it to the Canadian border.

Before I leave North Dakota, I should mention Steve’s and my general reactions to the state. As a place it is nothing special,
but also nothing awful. It is big and flat and lonely, but there’s nothing necessarily bad in that. [Today I’d say it has a stark beauty,
and I’ve grown to like the place a lot on subsequent trips.] Two things struck us, though. The people we met, which means two
waitresses, the other customers at Pizza Hut, and the partiers at the park, seemed unusually surly—not at all what we expected in so
rural a state. And then there’s the cars. It seemed that everyone in North Dakota drove an enormous, beat-up, old car. You see old
cars in Iowa, but the majority tend to be on the newer side. They also seem half the size of those in North Dakota. Almost every car
we saw in the state and every car with a “Peace Garden State” license plate that we saw on this trip was big and old. It was as if all the
cars traded in during the oil embargo ten years ago had ended up in North Dakota. Well, so much for side notes—back to the trip . . .
Canada Customs is never difficult—at least for Americans. Steve and I had our birth certificates, and I even had my passport,
but the officer barely asked our names. As is always the case at the Canadian border, he asked where we were going and how long
our stay would be. He then wished us a happy trip, and we were in Canada.
We stopped just beyond the border at a provincial information centre (note spelling). I changed money at a good rate (getting
$137.90 in Canadian funds for US$100), while Steve got information. [It’s amazing to look at that exchange rate now, as I prepare
for another trip to Canada this Christmas. Now it costs US$1.07 to buy a single Canadian dollar. The $100 I exchanged here
would only buy $93 Canadian today.] The pamphlets he got mostly duplicated things I had sent for by mail early, but I think his real
motive was to find an excuse to talk to the lovely hostess. She was certainly a much more pleasant representative for her province
than anyone we met in North Dakota.
From the border we drove northward along Manitoba Route 75. The highway became two lanes at the border, and suddenly
the traffic multiplied manyfold. It wasn't difficult driving, but the road was quite busy. The speed limit was 90 km/h, exactly the same as
the 55 mph speed in North Dakota. One difference, though—most Manitobans obeyed this limit. [Part of that, of course, was
precisely because it was a crowded, two-lane road in Canada, rather than an empty interstate. Today the speed limit on
interstates in North Dakota is 75mph, and even that limit gets exceeded.]
Many of the towns in this area have French names. Canada is, of course, officially bilingual, but really most of it [or at least
most of the places I’d been before] speaks either only English or only French. Southeast Manitoba is one of the few places where a
dash of true bilingualism is found. (Actually, New Brunswick is the only other place I've seen it. [A fairly large part of Ontario is also
bilingual—and so is a lot of Quebec, though using English commercially is prohibited there.]) Places like St. Jean Baptiste, La
Rochelle, and Ste. Agathe were founded by Quebecois who have somehow managed to maintain a bit of their identity amid the vast
English majority in Manitoba.

Royal Canadian Mint – Winnipeg, Manitoba
We drove northward to Winnipeg's "Perimeter Highway", which quite literally marks the edge of Canada's Chicago. It was still
mid morning as we went eastward into Winnipeg's French district, St. Boniface, where we stopped to tour the Royal Canadian Mint.
Neither of us had seen a mint before, so it was a most delightful experience. The building for Winnipeg’s mint is a pink glass pyramid

which really looks quite lovely on its spacious grounds. Inside is a small museum about coins and coin making, and regular tours show
the various steps involved in making coins (from drawing the original on paper to counting and shipping) in action. I was surprised to
find that Canada mints coins for more than twenty other nations, most of them former British colonies like Sri Lanka. They mint for
other Third World countries, too—as well as Spain and Australia. Today they were minting Mexican 20 peso coins. (It’s a sign of how
horrible Mexico’s economy is that 20 pesos, which was paper money worth $1.60 when I was growing up is now a copper/aluminum
coin worth less than four cents. I just dug up a big “veinte centavos” coin Margaret brought from Mexico years ago; today its metal has
to be worth a hundred times its face value.)
While I’m talking about the mint, let me say just a bit about Canadian coins. Those who have visited Canada know Canadian
coins are about the same size and shape as American coins. Except for the nickel, though, each Canadian coin is far lighter in weight
than its American equivalent. The reason is that while American coins are made of a nickel-zinc alloy with copper filling, Canadian
coins are a mixture of copper and aluminum. The Canadian penny is nickel and aluminum, with just enough copper to provide some
color. Queen Elizabeth is on the front of every Canadian coin, with various symbols of Canada (the maple leaf, the beaver, fishing
boats, geese, etc.) on the back. Each Canadian coin is worth about two-thirds of its American equivalent. [In the intervening years,
Canada has since introduced two additional coins—the “loonie” or $1 coin, which is now the most commonly used coin in the
country, and the “two-nie” or $2 coin.]
After seeing the mint we got lost briefly in a run-down industrial park. We soon got on to the city route of the Trans-Canada
Highway, which led us into the city proper. I stopped for gas at a PetroCanada station where all the signs were in French. I was amused
to buy in liters, but less amused by the relatively high price—52 Canadian cents per liter, or US$1.52/gallon. [As I revise this, the
going rate for gas is over a Canadian dollar a liter, which works out to about US$4.17 a gallon.] (By the way, all the
“PetroCanada” stations used to be “British Petroleum” of “BP” stations [which, since buying out both Gulf and Amoco, has gone on
to become the biggest gas retailer in the United States]. I really don’t know why it changed hands, but today “PetCan” uses the fact
that it is “all Canadian” as a big selling point. All of Canada’s other gas stations are foreign-owned, a fact which understandably
disturbs some Canadians.) [Actually, that’s not true in Canada as a whole—but it is certainly true in the West. Besides
PetroCanada, Irving and Ultramar are also enormous Canadian-owned oil companies. Ultramar is based in Quebec but has
most of its operations in California, and Irving (a private corporation held by the wealthiest family in Canada) is based in New
Brunswick and operates throughout the Atlantic provinces.]
The Trans-Canada city route led right downtown and turned into Main Street (it literally had that name). Winnipeg's streets are
wide, but traffic downtown is very heavy. The stoplights are confusing, too. In addition to the usual red, yellow, and green lights, they
have a flashing green signal on most of the downtown streets. I still haven't figured out for sure what this means, but it appears to be
something along the line of allowing only traffic in one direction to move. [That’s precisely what it is. In the U.S. we’d have an
advance green combined with a left-turn arrow to accomplish the same thing.] To make things worse, at a stoplight I heard a
honking horn and was confused until I realized someone was just trying to point out that I hadn’t closed my gas cap. I made it through
downtown and into an underground parking ramp near the Provincial Museum. We closed the gas cap and then explored the city.
Manitoba's provincial museum was billed by the travel books as the best in Canada. As is so often the case, the travel writers'
tastes and mine are quite different. The place is far too heavy on natural history, with hall after hall of extinct wildlife. The one part that
was interesting was a re-creation of what pioneer life in Manitoba was like. I might have liked the museum more, but its cost ($5/head)
was a bit high for the enjoyment it provided.
Steve and I were very hungry when we left the museum. It was past lunchtime, and we figured there must be a nice place to
eat somewhere downtown. We were wrong. We saw two types of establishments—the filthiest of greasy spoon taverns and the chicest
of elegant cafes. Neither came close to what we were looking for, and there really weren’t many even of these. What there were
instead were banks. There are six important banks in Canada, and (as in Spain) every neighborhood in the country has its branch of
each of the banks. Downtown Winnipeg, though, seems to be the regional headquarters for all these banks. All along Portage Avenue
(Winnipeg’s second “Main Street”) office tower after office tower was devoted to banking. There really were very few stores, and what
commerce there was tended to be in the pedestrian underpasses rather than at street level. [I understand that downtown Winnipeg
has since revitalized and is now much more friendly to the pedestrians and middle class visitors. I’ve not been back to verify
that, however.]
Deciding that the search for a restaurant was pointless, I decided to change the destination. I knew Winnipeg was the
headquarters of the Hudson’s Bay Company, formerly a big fur-trading company and now a big department store chain). “The Bay”
founded almost every settlement in the Northwest Territories and Yukon and, paying homage to my youthful devotion to those places, I
felt it appropriate to see the place this great company called home. We looked in the phone book and saw it was somewhere on
Portage Avenue, so we kept walking and walking along the avenue, figuring we would eventually run into it. We would have—
eventually. Eventually would have been about five blocks after we decided the journey was silly and turned back. We retraced our
steps back to the car and left downtown.
We did eat, finally. On the eastern outskirts we found a suburban strip with all the fast food amenities of home, including a vast
selection of Mexican food—maybe there was some motive in the mint's making those pesos. We fed our faces at Wendy’s and then
bought groceries. The Safeway where we shopped was the most expensive grocery store I have seen in any country. The high prices
may have paid for their gimmick, "talking" cash registers that called out the prices as the clerk passed items over the scanner. I almost
thought the clerk was mute until she mouthed a faint "thank-you" as we left. [This was in the era when stores were constantly
updating their check-out technology. This was obviously something somebody thought would be the next great thing. In
retrospect, it clearly wasn’t.] After buying the food we browsed through a very dull shopping mall (dull unless you wish to buy
women’s fashions) and then drove back to Perimeter Highway.

We took a freeway about twenty miles north of the city to Bird's Hill Provincial Park, an enormous place where we pitched our
tent. Unlike the city park in North Dakota, this was far from deserted. Bird's Hill appears to be a weekend retreat for hundreds of people
eager to get out of the city. It was pleasant enough, but very crowded.
The weather did not look good, so we decided not to cook at the campground. Instead we drove into Selkirk, a nice suburb
about ten miles beyond Bird's Hill. On the way we passed Manitoba’s largest waterslide at Lakeport. I can’t say waterslides are exactly
my thing in any weather, but this place had its adherents, even in the rain. We stopped at a Metropolitan store in Selkirk to buy some
non-food supplies. Among other things, I bought a nice shirt there. I often forego souvenirs in favor of buying clothing from the places I
visit--not T-shirts, but real clothes. This was a nice pull-over shirt with overly fashionable styling (which I chose because Canadians as
a rule seem overly fashionable). The shirt was actually made in Taiwan, but that just makes it typical, since even fewer products are
made in Canada than are made in America. [I wore that shirt for nearly a decade; it was always one of my favorites.] After this
small shopping spree we had dinner at an A&W and then drove back to the park in the pouring rain. While we were out the tent got
soaked. It was mercifully dark, so we pretended not to notice the dampness and went to sleep.

SATURDAY, JUNE 7 ----- WINNIPEG, MANITOBA TO WYNARD, SASKATCHEWAN
The darkness helped me, at least, to sleep a bit later this morning than I did yesterday. Nevertheless, it was still rather early
when we got up. We drove into the city for breakfast, after which we had a very nice drive around the residential neighborhoods.
(Actually, much of that driving was unintentional—a road was detoured.) Since the Saturday traffic was minimal, we decided to drive
back downtown, this time to find the Hudson’s Bay Company headquarters once and for all. We did—it’s a rather unimposing turn-ofthe-century stone building that is dominated by the parking ramp to its rear.
The store was closed, and having no great desire to see anything else in the city, we drove northward out of town to Lower
Fort Garry, a national historic site that preserves one of the first homes of the Hudson's Bay Company. From this old stone fort the
Company oversaw its dwindling fur-trading operations all over western Canada. More importantly it established an agricultural
community called the Red River Settlement, This settlement became the modern province of Manitoba (although some parts of it ended
up in the United States when the final boundaries were drawn). The "fort" (which never served much of a military purpose) was located
near the junction of the Red and Assiniboine (don’t try pronouncing it) Rivers, where Winnipeg is today. The "lower" in the name
signified that it was downstream from a previous "upper" fort that flooded frequently.
In its day (not much more than 100 years ago) the fort was a major center. In autumn ships from England would bring supplies
to York Factory, far to the north on Hudson Bay. There small canoe-like "york" boats would transport the supplies on a 500-mile journey
up the Nelson River, across Lake Winnipeg, and finally up the Red River to Fort Garry. The cycle was reversed in spring, when furs
from Canada were shipped to England for sale. Supervising this transportation remained important until agriculture became more
important than the fur trade and ... gold was discovered in northern Canada. The Hudson's Bay Company, which once owned almost all
of Canada, ceded its land back to England and began to change from a band of daring adventurers into a chain of ritzy department
stores.
Enough of the history lesson. Today the fort is operated in "living history" style, where costumed actors pretend to live life as it
would have been when the fort was in its prime. They tend to gardening, press furs, bake hard tack bread, and otherwise go about their
business in a quite convincing way. The only thing I found amusing was that there wasn't an outhouse to be found anywhere on the
site. The "authentic" guides apparently retreat to the twentieth century when nature calls. Aside from that technicality, the grounds and
museum of the fort were fascinating.
From Lower Fort Garry we returned to the campground, where we had left the tent to air out and hopefully dry a bit. It was by
no means dry, but it wasn’t entirely soaked either. We left the Bird’s Hill Park and drove into Winnipeg one last time. (If you add up all
the miles we put on just driving around Winnipeg, I think we could have taken a small vacation just there.) We got on the Perimeter
Highway and rejoined the Trans-Canada at the far west end of Portage Avenue (about ten miles west of where we had seen all the
banks yesterday).
Canada, like many sparsely populated countries, has but one national road. The Trans-Canada Highway links all ten of
Canada's provinces, and it is the most important highway in every province except Ontario (where it avoids important cities like Toronto,
Hamilton, Windsor, and Niagara Falls). In most provinces (including Manitoba) it is called Highway #1, and it is always by far the
busiest and usually the best highway in any province. In Manitoba the Trans-Canada is a four-lane double ribbon across the prairie. It's
about four hundred miles from Winnipeg to Regina (the next place of any size along the highway), and the highway is designed to make
that distance pass as quickly as possible. The speed limit is 100 km/h (a little over 60 mph), a speed which some Manitobans seem to
obey and others ignore. The road is absolutely straight, and the only thing to look at is the Canadian Pacific Railroad which parallels
the highway all the way to the Pacific Ocean. Litter barrels are spaced regularly along the route, supposedly shaped like space ships
(although I certainly didn't see the resemblance). The signs announcing them say: "Put your trash into orbit -- 10 seconds".
We could have taken the Trans-Canada all the way to Saskatchewan, indeed all the way to Vancouver if we had wanted to.
We didn't, and I am glad. About an hour west of Winnipeg we stopped in the town of Portage la Prairie for a late lunch. The choices
were rather limited, so we settled for Chinese food at a rather run-down little cafe. [I distinctly remember that meal to this day; it’s
one of the worst lunches I’ve ever had.] Then we turned north onto western Canada's only other major road, the Yellowhead
Highway.

The Yellowhead starts in Portage la Prairie and continues northwest to Prince Rupert, British Columbia, just a few miles from
Alaska. It is called Highway #16 in every province and it exists mainly to provide a direct route from eastern Canada to the city of
Edmonton, which is much further north than the rest of urban Canada. In Manitoba the Yellowhead is only two lanes, but it is an
excellent asphalt road with wide gravel shoulders. There was very little traffic, and the speed limit was again 100 km/h.
From the moment we turned onto the Yellowhead, the scenery improved. We were again paralleling a railroad, this time the
Canadian National, but this time the land around was more interesting. The road wound among gentle hills and pass small stands of
trees. We drove by farm houses and people working in the fields and past (not through) countless little farm towns. On a smaller
highway with less traffic we felt much more a part of this rural landscape. Nothing was spectacularly beautiful, but it was all quite nice.
We stopped briefly in the town of Minnedosa to buy some groceries. Even though we shopped at a tiny little store, we found
the prices much lower than at the Safeway in Winnipeg. We then drove on another hour until we came to the Saskatchewan border.
We stopped briefly at the provincial information center to use the “washrooms” (the appropriate Canadian euphemism for “toilets”) and
rest a bit. We set our watches back an hour, as Saskatchewan uses Central Standard (not Daylight) Time. Then we were back on the
highway.
In eastern Saskatchewan the Yellowhead was undergoing major construction. Every few miles we came to a sign that said
“Another Highway Project!” I am sure the Ministry of Public Works wanted us to read those signs with enthusiasm, as if another
highway project was bringing the promise of the future to Saskatchewan. Instead, as we saw sign after sign, we came to reading them
with a sarcastic groan, that we should have to put up with yet ANOTHER highway project. Really the construction was not bad—only
minor delays and no detours (actually there would be very few other roads on which you could detour in that area).
We stopped for gas in the town of Yorkton, the principal trade center of eastern Saskatchewan. While there I bought a Pepsi
and added the bottle to my collection of international soft drink containers. It was getting rather late, but we were feeling a bit refreshed
from gaining the hour at the border, so we drove on.
We camped for the night at Wynard Regional Park, a free campsite operated by one of the ministries of the provincial
government. The park was a grove of trees beside a huge lake, right next to the highway. Aside from being mosquito-infested (as ALL
of Canada is), it was a beautiful place to spend the night. We (actually, I should be honest and say "Steve" [who always seemed to
enjoy camping; I really never did]) built a fire, and I heated canned soup in an old aluminum pot. The soup wasn't bad, but I don't
even want to talk about cleaning the [soot-encrusted] dishes.

SUNDAY, JUNE 8 ----- WYNARD, SASKATCHEWAN TO EDMONTON, ALBERTA
We drove over to the community pump in the campground to wash our hair this morning. Fortunately most of the campers
were still asleep, so we didn't cause much of a disturbance. We then set off for points west.
This part of Saskatchewan is profiting more from mining and oil today than from farming (the province's traditional industry).
Almost all of the towns have a very dumpy original section with a lovely, but very temporary, new section on the outskirts. None of the
towns is very big, and some have seen mining double or even triple their populations. This particular part of the province is really quite
unattractive—very dry—so I suppose if they can get mineral wealth from it, it's better than nothing.
We drove into Saskatoon this morning, where we stopped for breakfast. We briefly entertained thoughts of going to church,
but they faded just as fast. In all the travels our family has made, I can think of only one occasion when we have gone to church on
vacation. (My father and I visited a tiny country church near Trenton, New Jersey when we went east with Paul a few years ago.)
Sometime in my life I would like to attend a service of the United Church of Canada, but I must say it’s still on my “to do” list. I can’t say
we were unusual in not attending services. While Canada still has a lot of Sunday blue laws, even fewer Canadians than Americans go
to church. [Actually, as I’ve become a “real” adult, I’ve gone to church several times while traveling. … And I just might cross
that United Church service off the “to do” list this Christmas.]
Steve wanted to look at the campus of the University of Saskatchewan, where he was vaguely thinking of going to school, so
we drove to the northeast end of the city where the college is. Some of you may know that my brother-in-law Brian applied for a
professorship here a few years ago. I think he and Margaret would have loved the campus—it’s a rather compact, wooded area with
stone buildings. Of course nothing was open on a Sunday in summer, but it was nice to drive around the campus.
We drove all around the city of Saskatoon, partly for fun and partly because of some wrong turns. It's really quite a pleasant
little city. My almanac tells me Saskatoon is supposed to be about the size of Des Moines, but (except for the skyscrapers downtown) it
seems a lot smaller. There are a lot of apartments, though, so it may be more like a European city in that respect. On the whole the city
is well kept up and looks quite prosperous. –Oh, and one other thing—there are art galleries EVERYWHERE in Saskatoon.
The highway again turned northwestward from Saskatoon, and traffic picked up a lot. A lot of cars from Alberta seemed to
think the speed limit was a joke, and whizzed past us at 110 and 120 kilometers per hour. Instead of being lined by farms, as it was in
Manitoba and eastern Saskatchewan, here the highway passes farms only now and then. That makes sense, though, when you think
that Saskatoon is due north of Casper and Albuquerque—and when you consider just how far north this area is.
We drove on to the twin towns of Battleford and North Battleford. (North Battleford is by far the larger of the twins.) Here we
stopped to see another historic park, this time an old outpost of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. Unfortunately all but three

buildings of the compound were mere ruins. Those that were restored were done "in the style of the era" rather than to original plans.
There was little oral or written guidance, and the interpretive film was not about the park, but rather about the Ministry of Parks Canada
in general. (What's more, it was out of focus.) I think Steve may have enjoyed the place more than I, but neither of us was overwhelmed
by it.
Those who haven't been to Canada may be interested to know that in every province but Ontario and Quebec the Mounties
are still the police. They only ride horses for show these days, but they do keep the peace. Most of Canada lacks a local police force,
so it's the Mounties who answer when you all 911. They are easily identified by their red jackets and hats, which haven't changed much
in a hundred years. Regina, Saskatchewan, is the home of the RCMP Academy, and today it turns out hundreds of male and female
Mounties every year. In modern times the Mounties are sort of a cross between the Highway Patrol, the National Guard, and the FBI.
What they are closest to is Spain's "Guardia Civil", a national police force that is commonplace in Europe but unknown in America.
After visiting the historic site we bought gas and had lunch at a Bonanza Steak House. Shortly after we left the restaurant, it
began pouring rain, and we drove in rain most of the rest of the day. We reached Lloydminster, on the Alberta border, in the early
afternoon. For years my mother wrote to Eileen Noyes, a woman who lives in Lloydminster. We stopped to visit her on the way to
Alaska ten years ago. Had I thought about it earlier, I might have gotten up the courage to phone her on this trip [or, more likely, Steve
would have], but I didn't. Without an invitation, we drove on through Lloydminster in the pouring rain and kept on driving into Alberta.
While in some ways Saskatchewan is the "poor stepsister" of western Canada, Alberta is the “Daddy Warbucks”. [A bizarre
mixed metaphor there, but I guess it gets the point across.] Alberta has oil, and even with today's depressed market that means
Alberta has money. There is construction everywhere in the province—new building going up, housing tracts in small towns and in
cities, and the big one we saw, the "twining" of the Yellowhead. Apparently the Alberta Highway Ministry is in the middle of a multi-year
plan to make the Yellowhead a four-lane highway all across the province. In and around Edmonton (which is really the only place it is
badly needed), that has been done for years, and they are now “twinning” (laying down a twin roadway, or another two lanes) the
highway in the rural areas of the province. Fortunately this construction seldom disrupted traffic on the original part of the twin
roadways, but we found it interesting to see the construction and especially all the signs with the term “twinning” as we drove along.
We stopped very briefly in the town of Vegreville, Alberta. Like
most of western Canada, Alberta has a large Ukrainian population, and in
Vegreville some immigrants have constructed an enormous steel Easter
egg and decorated it in the Ukrainian tradition. This is another place we
stopped at length en route to Alaska a decade ago, but we thought we
should stop again—especially when the rain let up a bit. We might have
stopped longer, but the downpours resumed, and we were on our way
again.
It was evening when we made it to Elk Island National Park, a
half hour east of Edmonton. We thought about camping here, but with the
questionable weather we had during the day, I at least was skeptical.
Instead we toured the visitors' centre and took a scenic drive through the
park, stopping to see all the appropriate wildlife (in particular, a herd of
bison).
Since I had decided not to camp, the only other choice was
finding a motel in Edmonton. I drove into the city on Highway 16X, the socalled "by-pass" that is almost downtown by today's standards. We went
on to the far west end, where we found a nice budget motel for the night.
Since it was Sunday night, traffic was light, and it was probably wise to go
into the city now instead of at rush hour Monday.
We drove eastward along Jasper Avenue to find a place to eat.
We settled on a nice little family restaurant, rather like a Perkin’s or a
Ukrainian Easter egg – Vegreville, Alberta
Happy Chef, about two miles from our hotel. It was about ten when we left
the restaurant, and the sun was only beginning to set. Edmonton is as far north as Moscow and Ketchikan, so the summer days are
very long indeed. Back at the hotel I listened to some short wave radio broadcasts and caught up on reading newspapers before going
to bed.

MONDAY, JUNE 9 ----- EDMONTON TO HINTON, ALBERTA
A restful night in a hotel bed was a welcome break after a few days with my damp sleeping bag. I was truly refreshed and,
after a long hotel shower, I felt truly clean too. We wanted to se a few things in Edmonton, so we dawdled a while in the hotel waiting
for them to open. Among other things we watched the morning news on TV, which made us even more thankful for having driven into
the city the night before.
It seems that a meat packing plant along Highway 16X was on strike. We had seen the pickets when we drove by the night
before, but we thought nothing of it. Well, Monday morning the company had brought in a busload of scabs, which of course upset the
strikers. They started throwing things at the bus, and it all developed into a miniature riot. Traffic was apparently a mess for miles

around, and some vehicles other than the bus were damaged. The incident was all over Canadian newspapers and television for days
to come, but I don’t think it was ever reported in the States. I never did hear if the strike was ever settled.
I should mention one interesting fact about Canadian television, too. Canada itself has two TV networks, the CBC (Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation), which is a government-run network with commercials, and the CTV, which is an independent network, also
with commercials. Virtually all of urban Canada is hooked up to cable TV and receives American stations, from (of all places) Detroit. I
suppose it’s because Detroit is the American city nearest to Toronto. [Actually, Buffalo’s closer, but who’s counting?] Whatever
the reason, out here in Edmonton we were watching ads for car dealers and furniture stores in Michigan. Strange, but true.
I am almost embarrassed to mention the first place we visited in Edmonton—West Edmonton Mall, self-billed as "the world's
largest fun and fashion centre". This huge mall measures three blocks b eight blocks, and it is two floors high. More than 400 stores are
inside the premises, some of them (especially the restaurants) with two or three locations. The mall also houses an amusement park, a
hockey rink, a submarine, a larger-than-life replica of Columbus' Santa Maria, a miniature golf course, and a zoo--all under one roof. I
have since read that the mall is losing money badly—that people come here more to be entertained than to shop. That is certainly what
Steve and I did. We spent a full morning at the mall, but we spent next to no money. Mostly we just walked and absorbed the
atmosphere and novelty of the place.
The mall is enormous, but inside it’s not quite so overwhelming as might be imagined. In fact, I’ve been to malls in Sioux Falls
and Minneapolis that are far more overwhelming. One thing that helps is that each section of the mall is complete in itself—with an
appropriate number of department, drug, clothing, book, and music stores right in that section. The layout is basically one big hallway,
with side hallways now and then, so things aren’t too hard to find. I bought a record and a book, and Steve and I had some Mexican
food for lunch, so we didn’t have to find too much.
[West Edmonton is really a much nicer mall than Mall of America, its successor for the title of “world’s largest”. It’s
much better organized, and it’s easier to find your way around. If I lived anywhere remotely near it, I’d probably shop at West
Edmonton from time to time. I do live near Mall of America, and the few times I’ve gone there have mostly been unpleasant
experiences.]
There is one other thing I did at the mall—I changed money again. This time when changing money I got a Canadian hundred
dollar bill. The Canadian dollar is worth substantially less than the U.S. dollar, so it’s not at all uncommon for people to spend fifties, but
hundred dollar bills are still quite uncommon, and no one wanted to take it. On future changes, I specified that I wanted small bills.
And while I’m on the topic of money, I suppose I should take a minute to describe Canadian currency. As in every other
country of the world (except, of course, the U.S.A.), Canadian notes change color to denote various amounts of money. The $1 note
(worth about US$.70), for instance, is bright green, while the $2 note is maroon. The $5 is blue, the $10 purple, and the $20 avacado.
The $50 is bright red, and the $100 is brown. Queen Elizabeth is on the front of the $1, $2, and $20 notes, while famous Canadians
(like Laurier and Mackenzie King) grace the fronts of the other bills. On the back of every note is a “typical” Canadian scene—like
fishing boats, chemical plants, the R.C.M.P., Eskimo whalers, a log jam on a river, etc. All language is in both French and English, but
words are kept to a minimum—there are far fewer than on American money. [The $1 and $2 bills no longer exist, and I understand
hundreds are fairly common these days.]
As in any place, counterfeiting is a major concern of the Canadian money-makers. A new $5 note was introduced this year,
with special printing that is supposed to be nearly impossible to counterfeit. All Canadian money has another anti-counterfeiting
device—little green dots that are stuck to each bill that can be peeled off if the bill is folded on the dots. It’s almost impossible to see
the dots unless you look very closely, but if they aren’t there you know the bill is counterfeit. [This relatively low-tech feature still
strikes me as superior to a lot of the high-tech anti-counterfeiting innovations that have since been introduced.]
Well, back to the trip. From the mall we took the White Mud Expressway to Fort Edmonton Park. Owned by the City of
Edmonton, Fort Edmonton Park traces the history of Edmonton from early days to the present Like Living History Farms in Des Moines,
Fort Edmonton has miniature towns from different periods reconstructed, and when you walk from one to another you jump between
time periods. The first, and the original Fort Edmonton, was a Hudson's Bay Company outpost. Its purpose was much like that of Fort
Garry, but being so much farther north and west, life here was significantly more rugged than in Winnipeg. (Also, Fort Edmonton was
built of wood rather than stone.) The other towns show the progress as the railroad, electricity, running water, and other developments
changed Edmonton from a frontier settlement into a modern city. We visited the site, then just the fur-trading fort, ten years ago on the
way to Alaska, but it was really interesting to see it today—with so much history traced in one location. [I’ve been to a number of
similar sites since, and this remains one of the best “living history” places I’ve visited.]
It was mid afternoon before we left Edmonton. We headed west again on the Yellowhead Highway, which at this point had
been four-lane for years. About twenty miles west of the city we passed an interchange for the Mackenzie and Alaska Highways. It’s
amazing to think that what were minor gravel roads when we last saw them are now paved clear to the far north and warrant a major
interchange at their southern end. (Like I said, Alberta has money.) For about an hour west of Edmonton the area is suburbs mixed
with small, rough farms. Then the farms give way to heavy forest, and the land begins rising more abruptly than before. Here the fourlane ends, and the area looks and feels like the West. The mountains begin more gradually here than they do in Colorado or Wyoming-it's well over a hundred miles from the foothills to the divide.
We stopped in the town of Entwistle for gas and then at Hinton for a late supper at A&W. Just west of Hinton we turned off on
a rough gravel logging road for about a ten-mile detour to our campsite for the night—another provincially-sponsored freebie, this time
in a meadow on the shores of a tiny lake, with beautiful mountain scenery to our west. It was late but still very light when we camped,

so Steve and I made a hike around the lake before settling in for the night. Another camper came and left during the night, so I guess I
can say that, as in North Dakota, we were the only campers to stay the whole night. Not that it mattered—this park was far more
pleasant and comfortable than the one in North Dakota. I read for a while, and then we both fell asleep quickly.

TUESDAY, JUNE 10 ----- HINTON TO BANFF NATIONAL PARK, ALBERTA
I could have made a full vacation of that lovely little campground in Alberta. In fact sometime I may go back to Alberta and take
the Forestry Trunk Highway that runs between lots of little campgrounds like the one we stayed at. Alberta, though, wasn't our
destination. We were headed west, and we continued onward today. Within half an hour of our departure we were in Jasper National
Park and also right in the middle of real mountains. The driving was still easy, but of course we went at national park speeds. We drove
for about an hour through light rain and truly spectacular scenery until we came to the town of Jasper, the headquarters for the park.
Our most reliable guide book described the visitors’ center in Jasper as “Canada’s loveliest and most helpful”. I won’t say the
people weren’t helpful (they did their jobs), but “cramped” would be a better adjective for the tiny log cabin that welcomes visitors to
Jasper. Steve and I asked for hiking information and were just a bit surprised to find that most of the trails were still snowed in. Enough
were open that we decided to do a bit of hiking, rain or shine—and fortunately we didn't run into too much rain while hiking.
The first thing we discovered is that the public trails
in Jasper National Park are pitifully marked. Only on rare
occasions are there any signs to distinguish a public trail
from a deer track through the woods. Time and again we
got lost, until we finally decided to follow the clearing for a
power line, figuring it at least went straight, rather than in
circles. (Later we discovered the power line was indeed
part of an official trail, though not the one we intended to
follow.) We did eventually get back to Jasper townsite,
where we paused to have some pizza for lunch. Then we
went out hiking again in the early afternoon.
From the hikes and drives we made I can say with
confidence that Jasper is the single most beautiful place I
have ever seen. Its beauty is wild and spectacular, and yet
gentle. The mountains are rugged, but not too imposing,
and their many soft colors make them graceful. There are
other places I would also say are especially beautiful—
Mount McKinley in Alaska, the mountain passes in
Colorado, Effigy Mounds here in Iowa, and (in a different
way) midtown Manhattan or Chicago's Michigan Avenue.
Jasper, though, seems even more spectacular than the rest.
Rock and forest and snow and meadow and water and sky
all come together in a special harmony that I have seen
nowhere else. My parents always wanted to see Jasper,
and I am sorry they never had the chance to experience
such beauty.
All the time we were hiking this old John Denver
song (“Cold Nights in Canada”) kept running through my
head. It’s there again now, so I’ll take a minute and type it
out:
Up in a meadow in Jasper, Alberta—
Two men and four ponies on a long, lonesome ride
To see the high country and learn of her people,
The way that they lived there, the way that they died;
And one is a teacher and one a beginner,
Just wanting to be there, and wanting to know;
And together they’re trying to tell us a story
That should have been listened to long, long ago—
Jasper National Park
That life in the mountains is living in danger
From too many people, too many machines,
And the time is upon us, today is forever,
Tomorrow is just one of yesterday’s dreams;
Cold nights in Canada and icy blue winds—
The man and the mountains are brothers again;
Cool waters are laughing; they sing to the sky—
The Rockies are living; they never will die!

A much younger David Burrow hiking at Jasper National Park
(The “pregnant” or pot-belly look is from stuff stored in the jacket pocket.)
It’s not a particularly good song; I suppose it kept running through my
head because it was set in Jasper. [Duh!!!] It was written back in the height of the
ecology days, and it has a message (however badly worded) that is equally
important today. I couldn’t forget that song, and when I got back to Iowa I bought
the record.
After our hikes we drove southward through the park along the Icefields
Parkway, Alberta Highway #93. This is an excellent asphalt highway that weaves
among the mountains, with pull-offs at all the most scenic spots. Its name comes
from the Columbia Icefields, a small glacier on the Great Divide which is the
ultimate source of the Columbia River. There is a small trail from the highway that
allows you to walk all the way up to (and even onto) the glacier. The glacier has
been shrinking ever since the last ice age, and markers along the trail show where
the edge of the glacier was over the past several millennia. We made the brief
hike, so I can now say I have indeed stood on a glacier.
We crossed a very rugged pass to enter Banff National Park, which is
really just another name for the southern half of Jasper. It was getting quite late,
so we camped for the night at Waterfowl Lake, one of several campgrounds in the
park. Shortly after we stopped, it began to pour buckets of rain. Steve started a fire
in an old cookstove in a shelter near our tent. I attempted to cook some more soup
on the stove. It soon got hot enough to eat, but the water in the area was marked
unsafe to drink, so I wanted to be sure the soup boiled before we ate it. We waited
in vain for nearly two hours for the soup to boil. Eventually we ate it anyway--and
neither of us seems to have died yet.

Columbia Icefields, Jasper National Park
(David Burrow in hood at back of ice)

Having had quite enough of sleeping in wet tents, I decided to sleep in
the car tonight. It was warm and dry, so I at least got enough sleep. I can’t speak
for Steve, but he claims to have found enough dry space for one person in the
tent. At any rate, the night passed.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 11 ----- BANFF NATIONAL PARK, ALBERTA TO SALMON
ARM, BRITISH COLUMBIA
It was still raining when we left this morning.
We drove southward through Banff National Park,
stopping briefly at various pull-outs and getting rather
soaked in the process. (Not only was it rainy, but the
rain was COLD!) The most interesting stop was Bow
Summit, where a trail allows you to hike above the
tree line and see a true alpine meadow. The trail
wasn't really open (much of it was still covered with
snow), but we weren't the first hikers to try it out. On
our return we happened to run into an elderly couple
from Iowa who I hope decided against the long climb.
We stopped at the town of Lake Louise (the
definitive tourist trap) for breakfast. A truck stop in
the town offered a breakfast buffet, and after the rain
and cold it seemed like just the thing we needed. I
won't even mention the ridiculous price they charged,
but I will say it was warm and hearty and really good.
After breakfast we joined a long line of cars
to slowly make our way up a horrible mud-covered
road to Lake Louise itself. Lake Louise, which has
been a resort for over a century, is described by
some as the most beautiful place in Canada. I really
am not in a position to judge. We dashed from our
car just long enough to catch a quick glimpse of the
lake (and get very, very wet), which looks green-grey
and rather ugly in heavy rain. The postcards show
lovely blue-green water, and I am sure in good
weather it must be a prettier sight.

The chateau at Lake Louise
We left Lake Louise and re-joined the Trans-Canada Highway. Within
minutes we had changed both parks and provinces. A tiny little pass that hardly
seems like the Great Divide is the border between Banff and Yoho National
Parks and between the provinces of Alberta and British Columbia. Only the
smallest of road signs ("B.C. welcomes you to Expo '86") announced the
change. It was a change for the better, though. Only moments after entering
British Columbia, the rain let up. The sun was out for the rest of the day.
Yoho National Park (as well as Glacier and Mount Revelstoke, which
we saw later this same day) has a dual purpose. It preserves spectacular
scenery, and it also shows the history of the Canadian Pacific, Canada's first
trans-continental railroad. Nineteen eighty-five was the 100th anniversary of the
railroad, so it was an especially good time to see these parks. From pull-outs or
short trails in the parks you can see the modern railroad, the ruins of the first
railroad, and the steps used to bring rapid transportation to western Canada.
Just inside B.C. we stopped at the town of Field to buy some
groceries. We bought the supplies at a general store that was right out of
"Green Acres" or "Little House on the Prairie". It reminded me of my mother's
penpal Dorothy (from Saskatchewan) who wrote of going to the store to get
what she needed. The whole town seemed quite run down, as many mountain
towns do, but it wasn’t a really bad place at all.
A little later, after winding through the most rugged mountains we had
seen so far, we stopped in the larger town of Golden. We had not done any
laundry since beginning the trip, and the time had come to do some. While the
wash was doing its thing, we walked around the community—which is nothing
special, but was nice enough. Our lunch consisted of pastry from a local
bakeshop and irradiated chocolate milk from a gas station. Not overly
nutritious, but it was good.

David Burrow at Yoho National Park

David Burrow by his 1984 Dodge Omni at the visitors’ center at Glacier—Mount Revelstoke National Park
In the afternoon we drove over Rogers Pass, the last section of the Trans-Canada Highway to be completed. A pleasant little
pull-off with a mosaic map of Canada marks the spot where the final link in the highway was made. The snows get very deep in this
area, and avalanches are common. All along the pass sheds are built over the highway to keep it clear of snow. Since even the sheds
cant’ support the weight of an avalanche, when heavy snow falls, canon are fired on the mountains to start he snow falling down to the
valleys below. We did some hiking in the area, especially on a trail that shows the ruins of the original grade for the railroad.
We gained an hour in British Columbia, entering the Pacific Time Zone. This allowed us to drive almost halfway across the
province, stopping for the night at the town of Salmon Arm, which is almost straight north of Reno. Not trusting the weather, we chose
to stop at the Broadview Motel, which we thought was on the west edge of a small town, but turned out to be at the east edge of an
incredibly long little city. At the motel I found out that "double room" can be interpreted in different ways in Canada. What we were
given was a room with one double bed (as most Europeans would interpret the phrase) rather than two beds (as it means in America,
and in Edmonton). I brought in my sleeping bag and used the floor, which was no real problem. We watched some old movies on TV
and then were asleep.
[The bed issue, which would repeat itself later on this trip, was another place where modern technology has definitely
improved travel. Today when booking online you can tell the precise set-up of every available room—how many beds it has
and what type of beds they are. In the 80s that information was available in the Sabre reservations computer our travel agent
sister-in-law Janet used (in retrospect, one of the main non-government predecessors to the internet), but it was not
something the general public had access to. Giving the public that information has, of course, put most travel agents out of
business—which is one of the main reasons Janet has since changed jobs.]

THURSDAY, JUNE 12 ----- SALMON ARM TO VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA
We left fairly early this morning and drove west tough unattractive, dry mountains to the city of Kamloops. With 60,000 people,
Kamloops is the fourth largest place in British Columbia [This is no longer true in 2007. While Kamloops has grown to almost
90,000 people, it now ranks #7 in the province. Today Vancouver and its suburbs occupy almost all of B.C.’s “top ten” list],
and its incorporated area seems to include half the province. For all that land, though, we never did see any downtown section, or even
much in the way of nice residential areas. Mostly we saw mobile home parks and hastily constructed, cheap tract housing. We
stopped briefly at a shopping mall (really the only business we saw in the city), where I changed money one last time before the World’s
Fair. Then we turned south on B.C. Highway #5, to twist our way between the mountains to the town of Merritt. We had lunch in Merritt,
at yet another A&W. (In case you haven’t guessed, A&W seems to have cornered the fast food market in small town Canada.) We
bought gas at a Chevron station and then headed southwest on the brand new Coquihalla Highway.
The Coquihalla (COKE-ee-holl-uh) is the pride and joy of B.C. Transport. It is a modern four-lane expressway that cuts
diagonally across the mountains and connects Vancouver directly with Calgary and points east. In time it will probably replace the

Trans-Canada [it hasn’t officially done so, but it is the de facto main route to Vancouver], which takes a round-about route
through the Fraser River Canyon that is over 100 miles longer (and just two lanes). The province rushed to complete the new
expressway in time for Expo '86, and it should have started to pay for itself with fair traffic. From Merritt it's a steep 25 miles to the top
of the pass, where there are toll booths and each car pays $8 for the privilege of taking the modern shortcut. [The expressway now
extends all the way north to Kamloops, and in 2007 the toll is still only $10.] From the pass it is then about 35 miles downhill at a
steep grade into the town of Hope, at the edge of metro Vancouver. The grade on the highway is really quite severe, but having multiple
lanes makes it relatively safe and easy to drive.
Metro Vancouver is long and narrow. The city is bordered by the ocean to the west, rugged mountains to the north, and the
United States to the south. That leaves east for growth to happen, and that's precisely the direction the city grew. The so-called "Lower
Mainland", where four-fifths of British Columbians live, is about 90 miles long and 15 miles wide. It clings to the sides of the Fraser
River, and the bridges and ferries across the river are the area's lifeline. The Trans-Canada is called the Fraser Valley Parkway all
through metro Vancouver, and we drove along it from one suburb to another in quick succession. [I’m currently planning a trip to
Vancouver after this coming Christmas. Surprisingly, while metro Vancouver has more than half a million more residents
than it did in the ‘80s, it still occupies roughly the same land area. It has filled in and—most dramatically—grown upward,
with high rise condos even in the distant suburbs.]
We stopped briefly in Chilliwack, one of the larger towns in the area, for lunch and a bit of shopping. I bought a few souvenirs
of the world's fair, which I found out later was a smart move--the same items were a third the price at K-Mart in Chilliwack that they
were on the fairgrounds. Here I noticed something I had not realized before. British Columbia has an enormous Indian population
(Indian as in Calcutta, not as in "how"), and they seem to dress quite traditionally. It was really quite a sight to see people in turbans
and saris walking into K-Mart to do their shopping.
[K-Mart no longer exists in Canada. Around 1990 all Canadian K-Mart stores were sold to Hudson’s Bay Company,
which either closed them or converted them into Zellers stores, a discount chain similar to Target that is operated by the Bay.
Metro Vancouver has become even more diverse than it was two decades ago. The return of Hong Kong to China brought a
huge number of immigrants from the former British colony, and refugees from throughout Asia, eastern Europe, Africa, and
Latin America have flocked to Canada in general—but particularly to the city with the mildest climate in “the true north”.]
Since Vancouver is a big city, there is no such thing as a "close" campground. Out of several bad choices, we opted for
Golden Ears Provincial Park, about 25 miles (and a long hour of driving) out of the city. The park was north of the town of Maple Ridge,
and it actually extends nearly 100 miles north into the great northern emptiness. To get to the park we drove all the way through the
business section of Maple Ridge, north on a side road through a residential district, northeast on a very winding road past ritzy homes,
and then another five miles or so through forest to get to the campground. It seemed to take forever, but at least it was a place to stay—
with all the people in town for the fair, we weren't entirely sure how available accommodations would be. We paid for three nights'
camping and pitched our tent.
It was still fairly early when we camped, so we decided to drive around the area before retiring. After a short drive in the
immediate area, we decided to drive all the way into the city. Almost every travel book describes Vancouver as a horrible place to
drive, mostly because it lacks a downtown expressway. While the only time I drove downtown was this evening, all in all I didn't mind
driving in the city that much. It was certainly easier to drive in than Winnipeg, and really the order of the streets makes better sense
than those in Des Moines or Minneapolis. We drove into the city, around the downtown area (which boasts more tall buildings than any
of the other cities we visited on this trip), past the Expo 86 site, through Chinatown, and through countless residential areas and
suburban strips. Vancouver is one of Canada's major oil refining cities, and we also drove past refinery after refinery.
[It’s strange that in re-reading this, I remember absolutely nothing about this drive into the city. What’s more, in
researching Vancouver for the trip I’ll be taking this winter, except for the remnants of Expo, the place looks entirely new—it’s
definitely not like something I’ve seen before.]
It was just at 11:00 when we got back to the park, and (we found out when we arrived) the park closes at 11:00. [I suppose
this was a security measure due to the park’s comparatively urban location. It was certainly annoying, though.] The ranger let
us in, but we saw to it we were back well before the curfew other nights. Then we settled into the tent and—wouldn't you know it---the
rain began to fall.

FRIDAY - MONDAY, JUNE 13 - 16 ----- EXPO '86 -- VANCOUVER, BC
I will lump the four days we were at Expo '86 together because all but the last were very much the same and because I can't
remember the order in which we saw different things at the fair. Let me describe how a typical day went and then concentrate on what
we saw at the fair.
Each day we were in Vancouver we got up relatively late and dawdled before leaving the campground, trying to avoid the
worst of rush hour traffic into the city. About 8:30 we left Golden Ears and retraced all those streets in Maple Ridge back to the main
highway. We always stopped at a certain McDonalds for breakfast. I remember that distinctly because they had a drawing to give away
a sports car, and Steve and I kept a friendly argument going about who should claim the car if we won. If we needed to buy groceries,
gas, or other supplies, we did this on the various suburban strips we drove through on our way into the city. We took a variety of routes
into Vancouver, varying between Highways 7, 7A, 1, and 1A, and a number of city streets once we were there. Variety made the very

long drive a bit more interesting. We drove through Maple Ridge, Harvey, Port Coquitlam, Central Coquitlam, Port Moody, and
Burnaby.
No matter what route we took, we ended up on Willingdon Avenue in the city of New Westminister, Vancouver's closest and
biggest suburb. We drove to a park-and-ride (really just a small patch of gravel in the middle of some warehouses) called Metrotown.
No matter what route we took , the drive from Maple Ridge to Metrotown was almost exactly one hour. At Metrotown we bought tickets
and waited for the Sky-Train, Vancouver's new rapid transit system.
[It’s fascinating to re-read the previous paragraph as I prepare for my trip out to Vancouver. Metrotown, which is
actually in Burnaby rather than New Westminster, is no longer a small patch of gravel in the middle of some warehouses. It is
now a “suburban downtown” and the single busiest transit station in Canada. The station is directly connected to B.C.’s
largest mall (a facility nearly as large as West Edmonton that boasts the world’s largest food court), to a huge park-and-ride
ramp, to several condo towers and office buildings, and to a government complex that functions like a county courthouse for
the Greater Vancouver Regional District.]
The Sky-Train is another improvement that was hurried to be open just in time for Expo '86. It is part subway, part trolley, and
part elevated train. So far there is just one line, which goes from downtown Vancouver to the near suburbs. Eventually other lines are
supposed to form a comprehensive light rail system serving the whole city—much like the “metro” systems in Europe. Sky-Train riders
buy tickets by putting coins or dollar bills in red vending machines found on the walls of each station. The fares are based on a zone
system, and Steve and I always had to pay $1.15, the two-zone fare. (I remember my mother telling me that he London underground
also charged zone fares, unlike the metros in Spain or the New York subway, where one fare gets you anywhere.) After buying a ticket
we walked upstairs where a very bored man checked to see that we had indeed purchased a ticket. (Why he couldn't have sold them, I
don't know. [Having dealt with numerous “proof of payment” transit systems since, I know the real answer is security. By not
having a person deal with money, it avoids the possibility that the salesperson could be robbed.]) We then waited for a train
bound for "Waterfront" and boarded.
[Something I didn’t realize when I originally wrote this was that Sky-Train was an entirely automated, driverless
system. It was one of the first driverless transit systems, and given how primitive 1980s computers were, it’s really amazing
the thing worked. It did, though, and in fact they haven’t had an accident in two decades of operation. It has since grown to
become the largest automated transit system on earth. Because it is automatic, they don’t have to pay drivers or conductors,
and that also allows it to be one of the few transit systems anywhere that actually generates a profit—a profit that subsidizes
other forms of transit in metro Vancouver.]
Most days the Sky-Train was relatively full when we boarded, getting fuller and fuller the closer we got to downtown (the
reverse true at night). Sometimes we sat, but the ultra-modern cars were rather poorly designed, with far fewer seats than on
comparable trains in Europe. So most of the time we held the bars. More than half the Sky-Train riders were bound for Expo; some
from the city, but many (like us) just taking the train to avoid the downtown traffic and parking expense. Some tourists had parked even
further out, taking buses from very distant park-and-rides into town, where they then caught the train.
As the train reached each station on the way, a synthesized female voice announced the stations in a careful British accent:
The next STOP is -- Patterson.
The next STOP is -- Joyce.
The next STOP is -- 29th Avenue.
The next STOP is -- Nanaimo.
The next STOP is -- Broadway.
The next STOP is -- Main Street; the next stop is Expo 86.
People got on or off at every station except Nanaimo, which was in the middle of a neighborhood of old stucco homes that
seemed to be uninhabited. The Sky-Train didn't cut through Vancouver's most scenic sections (you see a lot of old warehouses and
not-so-nice neighborhoods—and downtown, where the beautiful tall buildings are, the train is underground), but it wasn’t unpleasant in
any way. It was about a half-hour ride from Metrotown to Main Street, where virtually everyone left the train (only to be replaced by
another herd headed to the Canada Pavilion at "Waterfront", five stations further on). We got off and waited for a traffic officer to stop
the sea of cars on Main Street so we could cross over to the fairgrounds. [Apparently we could have avoided lines at the Expo
gates by staying on Sky-Train one more station and exiting at Stadium station, which had a back entrance—mostly used by
employees—to the fairgrounds. I didn’t know that at the time, though.]
In front of the gates people were hawking everything imaginable—tickets, programs, souvenirs, money exchange, you name it.
One gentleman with a strange sense of religion stood in front of the gate each morning trying to convince the flood of fair-goers that the
Expo (and just about everything else, for that matter) was the most abominable of sins. I don't believe anyone repented, and frankly it's
hard to think of anything that would more deserve to be called "family entertainment" than the world's fair.
I had picked up three-day passes (Can$45 each) at one of the banks where I changed money, which saved us from standing
in one of the many lines at the fair. We just walked up to the gates and waited in a fast-moving line for a person to tear off a stub and
stamp a date on our passes. We spent the full day each day at the fair, never leaving the grounds. Each night we left just in time to get
back to Golden Ears for the 11pm curfew. We took the Sky-Train back to the park-and-ride and drove back through all the suburbs,
stopping at that same McDonalds for a late night snack. We returned to our rain-soaked tent, and every night there was just enough
rain to keep it that way.

Overview of the Expo 86 grounds, probably taken from Expo Centre, a big geodesic dome near the entrance
There was so much to see at the fair that we decided to stay an extra day. Getting fed up with the rain and the curfew, we
chose to leave the campground and find a motel in the Maple Ridge area. Sunday morning we dawdled at the campground especially
late, hoping the local motels would vacate their rooms while we were waiting. We found a place at the Centennial Motel, which had the
bonus of being ten miles closer to Metrotown. It was a funny little place run by a family from India. [Today it’s the ultimate
stereotype that a motel should be run by an Indian family. I think this may have been the first time I saw it, though.] I again
asked for a double room, and right after getting my key the manager saw Steve in the car. He mentioned that there was only one bed,
but not wanting to pay more than the $40 he had already charged me (really not that bad of a price, considering rooms were going for
over $100 downtown [today the cheapest rooms in metro Vancouver are just under $100; top-level downtown hotels fetch $350
a night]), I said there was no problem. He gave me the strangest look, and looking back on it I am sure he thought we were a gay
couple. I figured whatever he thought was his business, not mine.
As it turned out, there really was no problem. The place was built like the oldfashioned "tourist cabins", with each room a miniature suite. There was an enormous couch
that was more than large enough to use as a second bed. We also had a kitchenette
(complete with more appliances and dishes than we could ever have used) and storage
space galore. I think the place is normally used by hunters who stay there for a week or so at
a time, but it was nice enough for us.

Enormous bust of Lenin in the
Soviet Pavilion

Well, that pretty well takes care of the background while we were in Vancouver, so---what about the fair? Like any fair, it was constantly changing; everywhere we went there
was something new. Outside there were sculptures, parades, musicians, dancers, clowns,
and food hawkers. The pavilions were mostly made of metal tubing, draped with fabric. Most
of Canada's provinces and territories, most of the European and Asian nations, many African
republics, and a handful of Latin American countries had their pavilions. So did the United
Nations, three U.S. states, the European Economic Community, and almost every major
corporation in Canada. Some (like Japan, British Columbia, and McDonalds) had more than
one pavilion. All the most popular pavilions had permanent long lines in front of (and
sometimes encircling) them. Rope mazes made enormous lines seem shorter than they
really were, and Steve and I tried to avoid the places with the longest lines. The souvenir
stands sold "passports" with blank pages in them. Each pavilion had a unique stamp which
either you or a guide could place in the books. It made a cute souvenir, and Steve and I saw
that our passports were stamped everywhere we went. Unfortunately, I can’t lay my hand on
my passport today—I think it must be in a box of Spanish stuff I sent to Margaret. I do have
a guidebook here to remind me exactly where we went, though, and I will try to go through
the most interesting places, in no particular order.

THE SOVIET PAVILION---I'll mention this first because I know for a fact it's where we went first. (By a strange coincidence,
there was no line right after we entered the gate.) As one might expect at this pavilion, we were greeted by large portraits of Lenin and

Gorbachev. Most of the Soviet exhibits really weren't very good. They had televisions playing tapes of model villages and model
workers and model factories above clear plastic dioramas of the same villages and factories. The idea was nice, but it wasn't done as
well as in other pavilions (such as Switzerland and Japan). They even had their own little Beriozka, with prices for Soviet books and
handicrafts about twice what Paul and I paid in Russia.
THE CHINA PAVILION---This was the most crowded pavilion we saw. There was such a mob that it was really difficult to see
much of anything. Not that there was much worth seeing. They had a fake reconstruction of the Great Wall of China (with one original
brick). There were also assorted displays on Chinese history. The thing that stood out was a display of ebony furniture (chairs, a table,
a vanity, a dividing screen, etc.) with prices on the items. I don't remember the exact cost, but let's just say you could buy a very nice
car for what they were asking for this furniture. Even more surprising was that the furniture, like everything else in the China Pavilion,
was not roped off or guarded. Anyone could have pawed it, and many did. It was evening when we visited the China Pavilion, and we
stopped for dinner in their restaurant---a very big, very basic, extremely expensive Chinese restaurant. We should have gone a few
blocks from the fair site to Chinatown.
YUKON PAVILION---We mostly saw the outside of this pavilion, which was shaped like a steamboat on the bottom and a
mountain on top, and painted in bright colors. We ate at their restaurant, a friendly, moderately-priced cafeteria with basic, hearty food.
The circular restaurant was surrounded by pillars shaped like enormous catsup bottles.
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES PAVILION—I think this iceberg-shaped pavilion was one of the best. Outside singers from the
Territories entertained us while we waited in line in the cold rain. Inside they began with a brief film on the changes coming to the Inuit
(Eskimo) culture, and then they had a gallery of photographs and quotations to explain the culture of the North. It was simple, but
elegant, and arranged in such a way as to give a feeling of the eerie emptiness of the North. All the guides were from the Territories—
some white and some Inuit—and they were happy to talk about their experiences. Having visited the Territories probably made me
more impressed with the pavilion than I would have been otherwise, but all the reviewers gave it high marks too. After visiting the
pavilion we went to their restaurant. Because of the rain it was very crowded, so we had to sit at the bar. That was actually quite fun, as
we had a long talk with the bartendress. We had reindeer and musk ox steaks—not bad, but rather fatty. I'm not sure what the Inuit eat
these days, but they could do worse than reindeer. Steve and I also raided the gift shop, picking up all the tacky souvenirs we wished
we had bought in Yellowknife ten years ago. [Vancouver will be hosting the 2010 Olympic Games. Interestingly, the symbol for
the Olympics is an Inuit stone sculpture of a person with arms outstretched. The sculpture was part of the N.W.T. Expo
pavilion and was abandoned after the fair. It now stands in a city park near downtown Vancouver.]
PAVILLIONS OF VARIOUS THIRD WORLD
COUNTRIES (Senegal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Cuba, etc.)--I'll
lump these all together, because they were all quite similar.
Each had a film describing what wonderful tourist spots its
unheralded beaches or mountains were. There were then
blown-up photographs on the local culture with vague
captions (sometimes only in the language of the country), a
handful of artifacts from the country, and (only in the larger
pavilions) displays on the industries that assemble products
cheaply for sale in America and Europe. The end of each
pavilion was a gift shop selling local handicrafts at
outrageous prices. The best of these pavilions (such as all
those mentioned above except Cuba) were interesting
places that told a lot about places I really didn't know much
about. The worst were poor commercials asking me to travel
to places I'd rather not visit.
EASTERN EUROPEAN PAVILIONS (Romania,
Czechoslovakia, etc.)—With the exception of the Czechs,
Cuban Pavilion at Expo 86
who had a glitzy display on transportation but really didn't
say much about their country, ALL the communist pavilions were the same. At the entrance was a huge icon of the dictator, graced by
stars, hammers and sickles, and other imagery of the new religion. The entire display centered around transportation and
communication (which happened to be the theme of the fair, but which was less strictly observed by other nations). The most prominent
feature was always whatever car that country happens to make for export (for example, you may have heard of the "Yugo"; Canada,
which gets along better with other nations than the U.S. does, imports a wider variety of communist cars than we do). The only country
without “the car” was Hungary, which instead displayed “the bus”—the very same model in which Paul and I rode all over the Soviet
Union. Surrounding the car were various glassed-in displays of computers, telephones, tires, tractors, and other heavy manufactures
related to transportation and communication. There was very little explanation of any of these, and what there was was—well—wordy.
In short, these pavilions were BORING. The communists were obviously trying hard to get their message across to a western audience,
but they could use a good course in public relations.
WESTERN EUROPEAN PAVILIONS (Britain, France, etc.)--These were as alike as their eastern counterparts. They also
stuck closely to the theme and highlighted "the car" (this time Fiats, Renaults, and Rolls Royces). Also prominent was "the train", the
latest in public transportation in each of the west European countries. We also walked through a model of a Paris metro station, bought
facsimile computerized BritRail tickets, and avoided the opportunity to take a three-minute ride on a German elevated train—not unlike
Vancouver’s SkyTrain. All the west European pavilions had corporate money to back them, and they were all computerized, glitzy, and
lavish. Yet, for all their special effects, they really didn't say much more than the communist ones.

THE JAPANESE PAVILIONS—
The Japanese had two pavilions with an
amphitheatre between them.
In the
theatre we saw a lovely mime
performance. One pavilion featured "the
cars" (note the plural—this is, after all,
Japan) and other such displays in the
same style as the communists. Outside
the pavilions is a model of the HSST (or
"high speed surface transport") for fairgoers to ride. This is not the bullet train,
but what will probably replace it. It is a
train without wheels that rides on a
cushion of air about an inch and a half
above its track. It has been tested at
speeds over 300 km/h (well over 150
mph). The tourist ride on a short track
near the pavilion was at very slow speeds,
but mirrors allowed us to see the train rise
from the track (magnetism does the trick).
The second, and more interesting,
Japanese pavilion was basically a huge
diorama that was a model of Japan—in
Miniature model of Japan
its entirety. The cities, rural areas, and oceans were recreated in every detail--just in miniature. What made it more interesting was that
everything moved: toy trains went in and out of tunnels in the mountains; matchbox cars moved on the expressways; model planes
landed and took off from airports; boats left the harbor; even traffic signals changed at intervals. Above the diorama televisions
broadcast short, but informative clips on what life in Japan is like. This was obviously what the Soviets wanted to do with their pavilion.
The difference is the Japanese really did it. Of all the pavilions, this was the most fun to visit.
[It’s interesting that while quite a few transit systems use maglev technology these days, the HSST has yet to be used
for inter-city transport. It’s apparently to costly to be practical for long distance travel. I have ridden on a “real” maglev train,
though. The new AirTrain at Kennedy Airport uses essentially the same technology we saw at the world’s fair.]
SASKATCHEWAN PAVILIONS—Saskatchewan, an often ignored Canadian province, went all out for Expo 86. Their first
pavilion, a tower, was shaped like a grain elevator, to reflect the agricultural backbone of the province. After seeing displays on
agriculture, we rode to the top in a glass elevator that offered a view of the grounds. At the top were displays on mining, and the down
elevator simulated a ride into a potash mine. Adjoining the tower was a second pavilion that featured Saskatchewan's advances in
transportation and communication. Much like Iowa, Saskatchewan is the home of a number of famous people and inventions, much to
the surprise of those who don't live there. This pavilion also featured a rather interesting show. It was centered on an actress who
could have been straight out of The Wizard of Oz. She danced in front of the audience, lamenting the fact that she had left her family
and boyfriend back in Saskatchewan. Then, magically, those she left behind appeared on the movie screen behind her, and she
proceeded to have a conversation with them. It was a bit corny, but well done.
CORPORATE PAVILLIONS—Many airlines, railroads, and carmakers sponsored their own pavilions. With all the funding of
their public relations divisions, these pavilions were, of course, quite good. Canadian National (one of the country's two railroads) had
an especially nice pavilion, featuring two media shows—one about the history of transportation and another, rather abstract one, that
was basically about how nations should cooperate rather than fighting with one another. Air Canada was also interesting, though not
worth the long wait. It took its guests through a simulation of its first flight, complete with moving seats and mist sprayed through the
audience.
AUSTRALIA PAVILION—Australia abandoned the Expo theme and replaced it with its own: "G'day, mate!" In the pavilion
slap-happy guides led us from one theater to another, where we learned of the history, people, culture, etc. of Australia. Really it was
one big tourism commercial, and I can't say I learned much about the country—but it was fun.
CANADA PAVILION—The Canada Pavilion was separate from the rest of the fair, on the waterfront at the other end of
downtown Vancouver. It was the largest and, so everyone else said, the best pavilion. My opinion is probably shaped by the fact that
we stood in line a full hour and a half in the rain before we even got past the gate and into the indoor waiting area—so you'll pardon me
if I wasn't as overwhelmed as I should have been. The Canada Pavilion is shaped like a large ship and literally floats in Vancouver
harbour. One of the few buildings that wasn't torn down when the fair closed, the pavilion will serve as the Vancouver Convention
Centre for years to come. After the wait we were treated to the "Goose and Beaver Show", a live comedy act featuring people dressed
up as animals arguing about which animal deserved to be Canada's national symbol. (By an act of Parliament, the beaver already
won.) Then, the best part of the pavilion, was a series of superb "theme films" on the geography, people, and lifestyle of Canada. The
National Film Board of Canada always does excellent films, and these were some of their best work. Next were galleries set up rather
like Chicago's Museum of Science and Industry, where people got to explore new innovations in transportation and communication for
themselves. These were interesting, but they were very crowded. At the entrance we were given free tickets to one of two feature films.
Ours were for "The Taming of the Demons", the telephone company's presentation on the history of communication, from prehistoric
times to the future—in fifteen minutes on ten oddly-shaped screens. It really was a nice film, but nothing I'd go out of my way to see.

Had we wanted to wait four more hours, we could have seen an abstract 3-D film about the future of transportation that was the talk of
the fair. With our limited time, we chose to forego that.
BRITISH COLUMBIA PAVILIONS—B.C. actually had many pavilions. All had perpetually long lines, and by sheer luck we
happened to catch the tail end of one group that was let into the "Challenge B.C." pavilion, a tribute to the province's major industries
that was much like an overgrown puppet show, with various industries (mining, forestry, fishing, etc.) arguing over which was most
important to the economy. The only thing the industries could agree on was that NO ONE liked the national government. The other B.C.
pavilions were supposed to be better, but there was nothing wrong with this one. One particularly interesting feature happened while
we were waiting to get in. We eavesdropped as an elderly gentleman from Britain was talking with another gentleman about a coin
purse the second man had. The Briton had never seen a coin purse before, and he thought it was a remarkable invention. — Quite.
NORWAY’S PAVILIONS—Norway had two pavilions. The first was devoted to great Norwegian explorers. It included a
reconstructed Viking ship and artifacts from Viking days, as well as from Thor Heyerdahl's expeditions. The other, which Steve liked
and I didn't, featured a film on the difficulty of getting oil from the North Sea.
SOUTH PACIFIC PAVILION—The republics of Fiji, Western Samoa, Cook Islands, Tonga, Vanuatu, Papua New Guinea,
Kiribati, and Nauru were represented in one joint pavilion, sponsored by the University of British Columbia. Small rooms reviewed the
history and culture of each of the island nations. The most interesting feature of this pavilion, though, was the native artwork on display.
There were, of course, native weavings, bark paintings, and the like. Most prominent, though, were the statues. All over the pavilion
were giant statues of male figures who were nude and, shall we delicately say, impossibly well endowed. I suppose they must have
been idols of fertility gods. It was quite amusing to see these idealized figures around every corner; I wonder if the south seas are
littered with such statues.
SAUDI ARABIAN PAVILLION—One of the nicest pavilions, the Saudi pavilion was entirely staffed by Arab men in their
traditional white robes and checked headgear. Most of the display centered around the problems involved with building modern roads
and communications systems in a sparsely-populated desert. The rest focused on life in Saudi Arabia, showing how the country mixes
traditional Moslem customs with western-style industry. Of all the pavilions, I thought this was the most informative. I really learned a lot
about a place I knew next to nothing about when I started.
THE PHILIPPINES PAVILLION—This was designed before Corazon Aquino kicked Marcos out of office. The whole interior of
the building was decorated with plants native to the Philippines. There really was little else in there—except furniture. The pavilion was
divided into little stages, each of which displayed a room set of furniture made out of exotic woods. It was a collection big enough to
challenge Imelda Marcos' shoes.
THE ROUNDHOUSE—One of the most fun pavilions, the Roundhouse centered on an old steam locomotive. Around it was a
collection of inventions that flopped. Most of them were various types of flying machines, but there were also assorted inventions
designed to do things that—well—just didn't need doing. [The Roundhouse was apparently one of the few buildings that was
located on the Expo site prior to the world’s fair, and it also survived after the event. Supposedly today it serves as a senior
citizens’ centre for a residential neighborhood nearby.]
U.S.A. PAVILLION—Since America has
no central government agency devoted to public
relations, it handed the job of sponsoring the
pavilion over to NASA. It was among the most
crowded pavilions, herding hundreds of people
through at a time. As the Soviets displayed huge
pictures of their leaders at the entry, NASA
displayed huge pictures of the Challenger
astronauts, to whom the pavilions was dedicated.
Various films and displays showed the history and
future of space travel, while obviously bored
astronaut-guides droned on in the background.
Had it been less crowded, so we could have taken
time to actually look at things, this could have been
an interesting pavilion. As it was, it was one of the
worst.
WASHINGTON,
OREGON,
AND
CALIFORNIA PAVILIONS—Two of the three U.S.
states had excellent pavilions. The largest state
didn't. In the Washington pavilion, we boarded a

Apollo space capsule at USA Pavilion
moving sidewalk for a seven-minute ride through a long hallway. As we moved a collage of slides of Washington life was shown as
music by Washington musicians played in the background. It didn't have much to do with the theme (aside from being sponsored by
Boeing), but it was interesting. Oregon had a "tunnel through time" that allowed us to walk through the state's past, present, and future
in a few minutes. California was—well—as the valley girls might say, "totally tubular". It had no theme (other than "buy California
products"), but was it ever high-tech. You couldn't get away from lasers and computers and other glitz, all trying to push Teddy Ruxpins
and Chevy Novas and Hewlett Packard and Universal Pictures and any other California product you’ve ever heard of. Supposedly they

were trying to show how California "transmits innovation to the rest of the world". Well, perhaps—but it seemed here that the medium
distracted from the message.
ALSO AT THE FAIR—Believe it or not, I skipped more pavilions than I mentioned in that description. Also at the fair were a
craft show called "Folklife", a sculpture called "Highway 86" featuring life-size replicas of every kind of transportation imaginable (from
skateboard to semi) in concrete, an exhibit of Egyptian artifacts, an exhibit of Peruvian gold, the world's largest hockey stick, a
television studio from which live broadcasts originated as we toured, an exhibit by the B.C. Lottery Commission (which was the primary
funding source for Expo 86), a joint pavilion from various islands of the Caribbean, a Swiss exhibit featuring toy trains and other
mechanical toys running in organized confusion, rather dull exhibits from other Canadian provinces, a film showing why Hong Kong is a
great place to start an industry, an exhibit on just what the European Economic Community (the Common Market) is, the U.N. pavilion
featuring videotaped messages urging peace on earth from all over the world, the German pavilion that was decorated to look like an
Old World apartment building--complete with people leaning out of the windows—a gallery of holograms, a film about life in Canada
shown on a circular screen (not a disk, which would be filled in the center—a circle), tributes to the countries hosting the 1988 and 1992
Olympic Games (South Korea and Spain), a fireworks and laser light show, a monorail, a gondola ride, various other rides designed for
children, a Hawaiian restaurant where we had unpronounceable dishes that seemed very Chinese, a Costa Rican fast food outlet
where we had paella, countless nacho and soft drink stands shaped like space capsules, three pizza places, five McDonalds (including
one on a ship), a shipyard in action, and—probably—a partridge in a pear tree. I could go on twice as long as I already have, but I
hope you get the idea of what the fair was like. There were some major pavilions we did not see—notably Ontario and Quebec. Their
lines were permanently long, even late at night, and I think our time was better spent not waiting in line. The weather was generally
good during the daytime the first three days we were at the fair. It rained Monday, but by then we were just seeing things we hadn’t had
a chance to get to yet. We never got around to seeing much of anything else in Vancouver. Sometime I'd like to get back there and see
the real city. It looks beautiful, and I'm sure it's quite interesting. [… And this winter I’m finally getting back there.]

Highway 86 sculpture, with Expo Center behind
The last pavilion we saw was the Northwest Territories After eating the musk ox and reindeer, we went back to the park-andride and then left Vancouver. We drove northwestward on the freeway, through the enormous Stanley Park and a few more suburbs
until we got to the little town of Horseshoe Bay on the Strait of Georgia. There we paid $20 and joined the line (or should I say queue)
for a ferry to Vancouver Island. We took a very late ferry (about 10pm), and it was after eleven when we got to the city of Nanaimo (not
the same place as the SkyTrain station) on the island. It was a bit too late to camp, so we found a cheap motel (the Big 8 [a rip-off not
associated with Super 8]) at the south end of the city. It was basic, but okay, and we got a good night's sleep.

TUESDAY, JUNE 17 ----- NANAIMO TO UCLUELET, BRITISH COLUMBIA
We got up fairly early this morning and drove back into central Nanaimo. We found a laundromat, and Steve got started doing
some wash while I left in the car to kill some time and so some shopping. I wish I hadn’t. I went to a small shopping centre where I
noticed a Sears store and drove into the parking lot. The lot was very awkwardly designed, with narrow alleys and even narrower
parking spaces. I parked next to a lamp, as I almost always do at shopping malls. Even though I had parked properly, I couldn’t fully
open my door all the way without bumping the next car. When I came back from browsing around the mall, a new car was parked next
to mine, at a slightly wrong angle, making it next to impossible for me to pull out. I tried hard to avoid hitting the car, and I didn’t—I hit
the lamp post. For the first accident I’ve ever had I could have done far worse. [It’s actually an out and out lie that this was the first
accident I ever had. I hit a tree on my way home from work when I was in high school, and I hit an antelope in South Dakota
on my way back from a job interview in Wyoming right before I started at Garrigan. I suppose I must have meant the first
accident I had when on my own as a “real” adult.] All that happened is that the right front grill and parking light were broken. Some
wire got broken with the light, so I have to work the right turn signal by hand. I was scared and upset and drove with excessive care
back to the laundromat, with pictures of enormous repair bills going through my mind. (Actually, I haven’t had it repaired yet. The
damage is barely noticeable, and I’ve gotten into the habit of click-click-clicking the right turn signal manually.)
[I never did get the damage repaired—which, given that I was paying young single male rates for insurance at the
time, probably saved me a fortune. I “fixed” the grill with silicone gel and just got used to manually operating the turn signal.
The right front turn light was also damaged, which probably could have invited an officer to ticket me. None ever did, though.
The Omni was the worst car I ever owned, and I got rid of it in 1988.]
I regained my composure about the same time the clothes were done, and Steve and I went on our way. We stopped for
lunch at a Pizza Hut at the north end of Nanaimo. The restaurant was nearly empty, and the most pleasant waitress served us. The
meal helped take my mind off the accident.
From Nanaimo we went north on Highway #19 and then west on Highway #4, the only road that cuts across Vancouver Island.
The first half of the road, from Nanaimo to Port Alberni, was a fairly good two-lane road with moderate traffic. It cut through very rugged
mountains (the reason there aren't more roads on the island), and then up a steep pass to Port Alberni.
At the top of the pass we pulled off to photograph a landmark we had seen in every town in British Columbia. At the entrance
to each town big wedge-shaped mounds of earth were piled up and covered with plastic words and symbols saying something like “Port
Alberni Welcomes You to Expo 86”. I think when the weather gets better they will take away the plastic and replace it with flowers. The
flowers would be a nice idea; the plastic wasn’t ugly, just odd-looking.
We stopped briefly in Port Alberni at a K-Mart. I had left my pillow on the couch at that motel in Maple Ridge, and I figured that
if we were to do any camping again I would need a pillow. We searched the whole store before finding pillows, and we also picked up
some hand lotion (which I still have—Margaret noticed at Christmas that my hand lotion was labeled in French). Then we went on
westward.
After Port Alberni the road became terrible. It was still paved, but it was narrow, steep, and winding—with curves labeled for
speeds of 20 km/h. It reminded me of the awful mountain roads in Portugal. To top things off, we had our usual luck with the weather; it
was raining. Steve was driving, and as a car passenger on bad roads I did what I always do—I started to feel ill. Just about the time I
thought I was going to get really sick, we made it to Pacific Rim National Park, our destination.
Pacific Rim reminds me a lot of Acadia Park in Maine. The park is woven in and among private property. It stretches along the
ocean in three sections, of which we were in the most northerly, Long Beach. Don’t let the name Long Beach bring to mind visions of
sunny California, though. It was cold, misty, and foggy here. Steve and I visited two lovely visitors' centres and walked out on the long,
rocky beach. It was low tide, and it was fun to see starfish, anenomies, and other sea creatures in pools of water left behind on the
shore. The rocks were covered with barnacles and seaweed, but of course we had to try our luck balancing on them. The weather
added a mysterious mood to the place, and it made for a fun afternoon.
[Pacific Rim remains one of my favorites of all the places I’ve ever been. It’s both beautiful and interesting, and
completely different from anywhere else. I’d love to go back there and spend a few days exploring the area.]
We took the park's scenic drive north to the town of Tofino, where all roads end. Tofino is a small fishing village. Everything is
made of wood, and in the rain forest weather it all looks very weathered. The local stores are all owned by a company cooperative, and
there really isn't much to see or do. It was interesting to see a very different type of Canadian community, though.
On our way back south on the scenic drive we noticed a sign proclaiming we were crossing the 49th Parallel. If you remember
your geography, you know that the 49th Parallel is the border between the western United States and Canada—everywhere except on
Vancouver Island (otherwise the capital of British Columbia would have been in Washington State). We were still in Canada, but we
were now west of Washington, Montana, North Dakota, and Minnesota.
We drove a little ways southward to the town of Ucluelet (pronounced just like it is spelled: YOU-clue-let), a combination
fishing village and resort. We were still ahead of vacation season, so it was mostly a fishing village from our point of view. The weather
continued to be abysmal, so we checked into a little motel in Ucluelet for the night. Next door was a little diner where Steve ordered
salmon and I, never being much of a fish fan, had Chinese food. We then returned to the motel and listened to the rain.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 18 ----- UCLUELET, BRITISH COLUMBIA TO BAY VIEW,
WASHINGTON
It was still dripping rain this morning. Every time I have been in Canada in June it has been rainy. Whether I was in British
Columbia, Ontario, or New Brunswick, June seems to be monsoon season. I got up fairly early and went over to the cafe for breakfast.
That was quite an experience. Everyone else in the place was a fisherman, and they were obviously all regulars. The waitress acted
surprised that I should want to see a menu. I ordered ham and eggs and tried to eavesdrop until I realized that the men were eating in
near silence. The only discussion I heard was about the weather—apparently bad weather for travelers means good weather for
fishermen.
We got off fairly early and drove back over the same bad road to Port Alberni. This time I was driving, so at least I didn’t get
sick. We bought gas in Port Alberni and then went on to Nanaimo for lunch. We stopped at the same Pizza Hut and surprised the
waitress who we had had the previous day, who was now the hostess. After lunch we went south on the Trans-Canada highway to
Victoria, quite literally the end of the line.
We had been to Victoria twice before on visits to my Aunt Alaire in Seattle. Because of that we didn't spend much time there
today. Victoria, as its name may imply, tries as hard as it can to relive the days of "Merrie Olde England". It may not succeed at that, but
it's a nice enough place, whatever it is. It’s a pretentious place, exuding false airs. That’s certainly not unusual; Iowa City is the same
way, but somehow Victoria pulls it off better.
Steve wanted to buy some stamps for his collection, so we stopped at an enormous philatelic shoppe. He was able to get
stamps that, for political reasons, aren’t normally available in the U.S. Canada normally doesn’t care about the politics of other
countries; it trades with everyone. After buying the stamps we drove over to the University of Victoria. As I mentioned in Saskatoon,
Steve was considering going to school in Canada. In Victoria he was told that as a foreign student he would not be eligible for financial
aid, which I gather killed that idea rather quickly.
We drove north through Victoria's suburbs to Swartz Bay, where we got on the ferry back to the mainland. The ferry
disembarked at Tsawwassen (I checked the spelling, and that’s right). I won’t bother telling you how to pronounce it, as I heard many
different pronunciations. From Tsawwassen it's just a half-hour drive to the U.S. border on Interstate 5. It was evening, and a lot of
people from Seattle were returning from day trips at the fair, so we waited in a long line to clear customs. Fortunately, the line moved
quickly; no one was asking probing questions, and we, like everyone else, were waved right through.
Back in the States it took a while to get used to thinking of speed limits in miles again, instead of kilometers. I started out at
55, though, and we soon stopped in Bellingham for dinner and gas. We drove on to Burlington, where Steve called some relatives in
Seattle, and then we went west o Bay View State Park, near Anacortes. It was quite late, but they still had plenty of space. The park
took Canadian currency, and I had just enough left to pay for the night’s camping.

THURSDAY, JUNE 19 ----- BAY VIEW TO MOUNT RAINIER, WASHINGTON
We got up relatively late this morning and drove south to Everett and Seattle after the worst of rush hour was over. We
stopped on the north side of Seattle to visit Lillian and Archie Wilcox, who are somehow related to us—although I've never really known
for sure how. (I think one of them may be a cousin of my mother; basically I think of them as friends of my Aunt Alaire’s—we used to
see them when we went out to visit Alaire in Seattle.) We had a nice little visit and were off again before lunch.
Seattle is a beautiful city, but I have always despised its traffic. From the days when my father tried to haul a trailer through the
city, I learned Seattle is not a place sane people should drive. The problem stems mostly from the fact that unlike most cities, Seattle
really only has one main highway—Interstate 5. There’s a bypass that goes to the far eastern suburbs, but I-5 carries the bulk of the
traffic. Most people on the freeway alternate between speeding and slamming on their brakes. (They drive that way in Chicago, too—it
really makes me tense.) When problems occur, like the construction right downtown we encountered, a massive traffic jam forms. To
make things worse, instead of panted lane dividers, they have little spikes in the middle of the road. They are intended just to keep you
in your lane, but it always sounds like you have a flat tire when you happen to hit them. Had this been almost any other city, I would
have left the freeway and made my way on streets--which is often faster. Unfortunately, Seattle really has almost no through streets.
The city is built around lakes and bays and inlets, so it's almost impossible to build a road straight through town. —Well, eventually we
made it through Seattle, and then through Tacoma, and finally to Olympia, the southern end of the megalopolis on Puget Sound.
Steve wanted to see the campus of the Evergreen State College, an “adult college” with a curriculum geared to people going
back to school. I stayed in the parking lot and looked at the map while he briefly talked with the admissions people there. We then
drove around Olympia looking for a place to eat.
We had lunch at Denny's, which was a mistake. I hadn’t eaten at a Denny’s before. I’d seen them in Cedar Rapids, and they
look just like Perkin’s or Marc’s [a chain that was probably out of business even at the time I wrote this] or Happy Chef. Unlike
those chains of family restaurants, though, Denny's tried to be elegant. I ordered ham, a dish that is almost impossible for a restaurant
to ruin. Denny's did—it was smothered in white sauce and garnished with steamed broccoli, wild rice, and cold spinach. The hash
browns on the side seemed to include more onions and peppers than potatoes, and they too were smothered in white sauce. I ordered
coffee with lunch, which was bitter and acidy. All in all, it was the most unpleasant meal I ate during the trip. (Steve, who was smart
enough to order a French dip sandwich and a coke, had fewer complaints.) I would have tolerated the meal, except that I felt sick all

afternoon, while we traveled. I kept opening and closing the windows and alternating between driving and riding, hoping to keep that
white sauce in my stomach.
We continued south on Interstate 5 another hour or so, and then turned east on U.S. #12. We went through Morton and
Randle and then turned off on some forest service roads that led to Mount Saint Helen's National Monument. The road was only one
lane wide, with pull-outs now and then to allow cars to meet and pass. I remember my parents talking about roads like that in Scotland,
but it's the first time I'd seen such a road in North America. It went upward and upward still, and the white sauce and onions sloshed
about in my stomach. Eventually we got into the heart of the park.
Mount Saint Helen's is the volcano that erupted a few years ago, spraying much of Washington state with thick ash. The
mountain and the areas around it have been left much as they were when the eruption occurred, and it's quite an awesome sight. Much
of the region is entirely bare; charred trees still stand in other places. In just a few choice locations small grasses and flowers are
starting to grow, signaling nature's recovery from the eruption. At one point you can see the remains of a car left just as it was when the
volcano struck. The scarred area is huge and empty. It has an almost scary feeling about it, that in just a few minutes so much damage
could occur.
We left Mount Saint Helen's and drove back to Highway #12 and onward to Mount Rainer National Park, where we camped for
the night. Each time our family had been to Seattle before, we stopped at Mount Rainier either coming or going and camped in
Ohanapecosh (oh-HAH-nuh-puh-kosh, said quickly), a campground in the middle of the rain forest by the park’s southeast gate. Since
we had seen Mount Rainer before and I wasn't feeling well, we didn't go hiking or see the park at all. In fact, the only place I went was
to the restroom, where I really did get sick—and get that Denny's food out of my system. I then returned to our campsite, went to sleep,
and felt better the next morning.

FRIDAY, JUNE 20 ----- MOUNT RAINIER, WASHINGTON TO MISSOULA, MONTANA
There’s not all that much to tell about today’s drive. We were definitely on the way home at this point, and, while we left rather
late, we drove as far as we could get in a day. We stopped briefly for breakfast in Yakima, since I wanted to get something solid in my
stomach. Before I could eat, though, we drove all over the city looking for a place to park. The only place we found was a ramp next to
a downtown shopping mall that charged a minimum rate of $1.00. Eventually we waited for someone to leave a space on the street,
and Steve stayed in the car as I went out to get some food. [This shows there is a bit of my father in me. I spent a fortune on this
trip, but I drove around—probably wasting a dollar’s worth of gas—just to avoid paying a buck for parking. It’s right up there
with my dad driving out of his way on a dreadful road to avoid taking the Kansas Turnpike.]
From Yakima we went southeast through one of the ugliest parts of America, eastern Washington. The region is dry and
relatively barren. They grow fruit here (ever heard of Washington apples?), but they have to irrigate to do it. Actually, the largest
industry in the area is nuclear power and weapons research. The Tri-Cities of Richland, Kennewick, and Pasco are built around the
nuclear industry, and they have the single largest deposit of atomic waste in the country. (I read later that the local high school teams
are called the Bombers.) East of the Tri-Cities, the land gets even drier, and there is nothing but scrubby ranch land all the way to the
Idaho border.
We crossed into Idaho at Lewiston and had lunch at an Arby’s restaurant. The only other times we had been to Idaho it was in
either the far north (at Coeur d’Alene) where the land is green with forests, or far south (at Boise) where it is green with potatoes.
There’s nothing green about Lewiston. The town is ugly and the bare hills around it are ugly. [My brother Steve has always liked the
scenery of desert landscapes, but dry land is definitely not for me. ] They must mine something in those hills; I can’t think of any
other reason for a town to exist in this country.
East of Lewiston the scenery got a bit prettier, helped out by lakes and streams that Highway #12 followed. We stopped briefly
at Orofino so Steve could mail some cards and then continued across the panhandle and into Montana. It was still light out, but we
entered the Mountain Time Zone in Montana, so it was getting quite late. We decided to stay in a motel for the night and found an
inexpensive and quite posh place (the Valu-Inn, which I highly recommend) at the west end of Missoula. We settled in for the night and
watched a movie on the motel's cable TV.

SATURDAY, JUNE 21 ----- MISSOULA TO MILES CITY, MONTANA
This was another long day. We left Missoula rather early and headed southeast on Interstate 90. Since this was the route my
parents always took out to Seattle, for diversion we detoured back onto Highway #12 to Helena, Montana’s capital city. [Reading this
twenty-one years later was a surprise to me; I honestly didn’t think I’d ever been to Helena. Wow—another state capital
checked off the list!] We drove past the capitol and browsed through a pleasant little shopping center and then continued south
where we re-joined Interstate 90 just west of Bozeman.
Steve has always liked Montana, ever since he went hiking there in junior high. He wanted to look at the state university in
Bozeman, so we drove into town and had a quick look. The offices were closed for the weekend, of course, but we did see the
campus. It was the most urban of the campuses we looked at—a small group of red brick buildings right in the city. I can’t say I was
overwhelmed (I liked Evergreen best, followed by Saskatoon), but at least Steve saw what he wanted to.
After a quick lunch we headed east on Interstate 90 to Billings—probably the dumpiest city in America. [Well, this was
before I’d been to the South.] Even Philadelphia looks nicer, and I don't have much time for the City of Brotherly Love. We drove

straight through Billings, looking for a place to get something to drink and use the restroom. To our surprise, the I-90 business loop
avoids any business they may have in Billings. We settled for bottles of pop at a gas station.
We drove northeast on I-94 into eastern Montana. This is ranch land—high buttes covered with various grasses. It can be
twenty miles between exits on the freeway, and many of the exits have no services to speak of. Interstate 94 had very little traffic, not
much more than on I-29 in North Dakota, and from the shape it was in it had about as little maintenance as it did traffic. We kept on
driving all afternoon and after dark to get to the town of Miles City, the only place of any size in eastern Montana, where we stopped at
a KOA "Kampground".
Before last summer the only thing I knew about Miles City was that it had the smallest TV station in America—KYUS (as in the
Cayuse horses). I found out that irrelevant fact from an article TV Guide did on the place about the time I was in sixth grade. We didn’t
see the TV station, but we did see a lot of Miles City. The campground was just a few blocks west of downtown, so to get anywhere
else (such as somewhere to eat) we had to go right through downtown. It was Saturday night in the definitive county seat town, and
every high school kid for miles around was out cruising. Steve and I felt—well—old as we tried to make our way through the sea of
slow-moving autos. It brought back memories of when I lived downtown and heard all the kids go by on weekend nights. I really liked
that apartment, but not that particular aspect of living there.
Once through the traffic we came to an A&W. We went in, and Steve ordered snack food, but I had had more than enough of
A&W in Canada, and nothing on the menu really sounded that good to me. I ordered root beer and, when Steve was done, we left to
find someplace else to eat. We avoided anywhere downtown, not really wanting to deal with he kids again (and, for that mater, you can
never be too sure just who’s in a downtown establishment on weekend nights). We went back to the interstate and discovered that at
he other Miles City exit there was a suburban strip with fast food galore. I chose to eat at a Mexican place—it’s strange how Frenchstyle ham can upset my stomach but Mexican food is quite soothing. [That’s something that’s pretty much always been true with
me, though. What upsets my stomach tends to be fatty food. Peppers and onions are almost never a problem. Mexican is
almost always my favorite cuisine.] Then it was back to the campground and sleep.

SUNDAY, JUNE 22 ----- MILES CITY, MONTANA TO PIERRE, SOUTH DAKOTA
This was one of the longest days of the trip. We left Miles City very early and drove up the interstate to the oil-rich town of
Glendive and on into North Dakota. This part of North Dakota is very rugged and really quite pretty, in a stark way. It was still rather
early when we stopped at Theodore Roosevelt National Park.
Teddy Roosevelt used to refresh himself with hunting trips to the badlands of North Dakota, and those badlands have been
preserved as the state's only national park. They look a lot like the South Dakota badlands, but if memory serves, the North Dakota
version seems to have more vegetation. We toured the visitors' center and a cabin used by Roosevelt and then took a most enjoyable
scenic drive and all its side hikes through the park--seeing all the appropriate flora, fauna, and geology. The weather was warm and
delightful, and the park made a nice break for the morning. Attached to the park is an area called "Historic Medora". I don't know what is
supposed to be historic about it; it's basically a local tourist trap trying to get rich off the tourists in the national park.
We drove onward to Dickinson, where we stopped briefly for lunch and then went eastward to Bismarck. While the land
around here isn't spectacular at all, the highway really is quite pretty. The median and ditches have been re-seeded with native prairie
grass, much of which was in bloom as we drove along. The pink and yellow flowers and the fields that were just starting to sprout green
made for a lovely drive, much nicer than the impression we got of North Dakota at he beginning of the trip. (I should add that we did
again notice and commend on the large number of big, old cars.)
Around Bismarck we changed back to Central Time, and we turned south on U.S. #83. We drove past farms and little towns
and on into South Dakota. I had always wanted to see Pierre (pronounced "peer"), the capital of South Dakota, which is not on the main
route through that state (I-90). Even though it was getting late, we decided to make Pierre our destination for the night. We found an
inexpensive mom-and-pop motel at the east edge of town and had dinner at a Happy Chef (much better than Denny's).

MONDAY, JUNE 23 ----- PIERRE, SOUTH DAKOTA TO ALGONA, IOWA
I got up before Steve this morning and drove into town. I caught a quick glimpse of the capitol, had breakfast, and bought gas.
A little later we left Pierre and drove east on Highway #14 to Huron and DeSmet. DeSmet is where Laura Ingalls Wilder lived (despite
what the TV show said). Years ago our family toured the town, and Steve and I briefly drove around the various sites again. There is a
charge to see each thing, and we didn’t feel it was worth paying for, so we just saw the outsides of the buildings. We kept driving
eastward to Brookings, where we stopped to have pizza for lunch, and then went on into Minnesota.
We stopped for a few hours at Pipestone National Monument, which honors the Indians who mined a red stone to make peace
pipes. Pipestone is in southwest Minnesota, only a few hours from Algona, and I've driven up there a couple of times myself. I think the
most interesting part of the monument is a trail through a lovely little wooded area and then across natural prairie grass. It gives you a
feeling how the early Indians or the pioneers might have felt.
From Pipestone we went south to Rock Rapids and then east to Spencer. We made one last stop at Emmetsburg, which
always has much cheaper gas than Algona. Then, in another half hour, I was back home.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
In my diaries on Spain and Russia I wrote the ending in question and answer form. I don’t know if all the questions I used then
will apply now, but I guess I’ll try them again.
DID YOU LIKE CANADA? Of course! Anyone who knows my family knows we love to travel, and Canada has always been
the vacation place for us. This is the seventh time I’ve been to Canada, and I’ve loved every trip I’ve made there. Canada is close
enough to be relatively cheap, but far enough to be a real vacation. It is enough like America to be comfortable, but foreign enough to
be interesting. It is settled, and yet wild; it’s both backwards and ultra-modern. Yes, of course I liked Canada—I always will.
[This is definitely still true. It’s been quite a while since I’ve been to Canada, and I’m definitely looking forward to
returning this year—the first time I will have been up north in the winter.]
DID YOU LIKE THE WORLD’S FAIR? Definitely! This is one time I agree with the guidebooks and newspaper writers. The
fair was a once-in-a-lifetime spectacle, and I thoroughly enjoyed it. It was well worth the admission, and I would have liked to have
spent even longer there.
[At the time I thought $45 was a horrible price, but the fair was DEFINITELY worth that much. Less than a decade
later I’d pay nearly that much to spend a single day at Walt Disney World, a spectacle remarkably similar to a world’s fair. I’ve
since been to places like New Orleans and Seville that have the remnants of world’s fairs they have hosted, and it’s
particularly interesting to see those leftovers after having seen the real thing.]
WHAT THING(S) DID YOU LIKE THE MOST? I especially enjoyed Jasper National Park. As I said before, I can think of
nowhere more beautiful than the mountains at Jasper. I don’t think I’d fit in well living in the mountains, but if I were to do it, I’d move to
Alberta long before I’d move to Colorado.
Aside from Jasper (and the fair, of course), I enjoyed the city of Winnipeg and Lower Fort Garry, and (in spite of the car) the
trip out to Vancouver Island. Steve will be surprised by that last answer. I didn’t really want to go out to the island, and he talked me
into it.
[It amazes me that I didn’t mention Pacific Rim in this. As I mentioned earlier, it remains one of my favorite places
anywhere. While I’d love to go back to Jasper, there are pretty mountains that are more convenient to get to. Pacific Rim is
different enough that it really stood out.]
I should mention one other thing. I have always liked the Canadian media—both the newspapers and the CBC. America’s
press always seems preoccupied with America; world news (except for Soviet news) takes a back seat. Since there is relatively little
domestic news in Canada, world news becomes more important. The Canadian media always seem fair and trustworthy, and the news
seems better balanced than in America.
[Well, I’m less political these days than I was in the era when I wrote that paragraph. What’s more, on future trips to
Canada I’d be much less impressed with the Canadian media—which was bought out by Rupert Murdoch and his cronies
before they made it to America. Canada still has a more global world view than the U.S.A., which is what I was really praising
here.]

WHAT DID YOU LIKE LEAST? I think I would rank the barren land of eastern Washington and central British Columbia at the
top of the list. There are parts of the West I really like, but I’ve never liked dry plains and barren mountains. Mostly I find them ugly.
There’s no other one thing I could say I didn’t care for. I do have one pet peeve about Canada, though. Canada is such a
beautiful country that it always surprises me they aren’t more concerned about things like highway beautification. In America these
days things like mines, power stations, and construction sites are often kept from view by screens of trees. These things are always in
plain sight in Canada. I suppose that is really more honest, but it’s certainly not more beautiful.

WHAT IS CANADA LIKE? That’s one of the few questions that was easier to answer about Europe. It’s easier to make
unfair generalizations about a place you don’t know that much about. I do know a lot about Canada, and I know enough not to
generalize. Having said that ………….
Canada is one of the few nations that is even more varied than the United States. Both are nations of immigrants, but while
America stressed the idea of being the “melting pot”, Canada encouraged immigrant groups to maintain more of their own identities.
[They speak of a “mosaic” model, rather than a “melting pot”.] This, plus the fact that there is no one majority group in Canada,
makes for a most interesting culture. The people are friendly, but not overly so, and different ethnic groups seem to get along with one
another better than they do in the States.
[Canada was varied in the ‘80s, and it has become even more so since. Virtually all of Canada’s growth in the past
two decades has come from immigration. Nearly one-fifth of the population was born outside the country, and almost all of
them are what the government calls “visible minorities”. ]

As a nation, Canada is a weird mixture of America and Europe. It’s what happens when those two continents mix. Some of
the best and worst aspects of Britain, France, and the United States are all mixed together in Canada, and the outcome is truly unique.
[Having since been to both France and Britain, I can say with certainty that Canada is MUCH more American than it is
European. ]
One thing I always notice in Canada is there is a wide difference between urban and rural. Canada’s cities (even the small
ones) are some of the most modern in the world. They are clean and safe and have every modern convenience imaginable. Much of
rural Canada is not so fortunate. The population of Canada is so sparse that it simply is not profitable to bring all the modern amenities
to many rural areas. Parts of Canada do not have electricity or running water, and the general store (which these days is usually
owned by a local cooperative) is still a small town fixture—often the only business for miles around in rural areas. Motels and
restaurants are rare in rural Canada, and where they exist they are often primitive. I don’t mean to sound negative in this at all. I
simply want to point out that the luxuries that rural Iowans enjoy aren’t necessarily found in Saskatchewan or British Columbia. [Well,
yes I do mean to sound negative. I’m a product of modern times, and I like that. It’s nice to be able to find fast food and
convenience stores in every little town in Iowa, and it’s awkward when I can’t find it in rural Canada.]
ARE THE PEOPLE RICH OR POOR? Canada is a very middle-class nation. The average Canadian is probably a bit poorer
than the average American, for no other reason than that taxes are quite a bit higher in Canada. (Americans seldom realize that our
taxes are about the lowest on earth.) In some ways, though, Canadians act wealthier. The average Canadian dresses far more
stylishly than his or her counterpart in the States, and clothes are not cheap in Canada. Food is much more expensive in Canada, yet
the Canadian diet seems almost identical to that of Americans. Money is saved in other ways, though. I would say that the average
Canadian lives in a smaller home and drives a cheaper car than his or her American neighbor. Does that make Canadians rich or
poor—you decide.
WHAT IS THE CANADIAN GOVERNMENT LIKE? I changed this from “Soviet government” in an earlier letter. People tend
to assume that since Canada is so much like the U.S. in so many ways, its government must be similar, too. Nothing could be further
from the truth. The federal government is like that of Britain; people vote for members of Parliament (the House of Commons and the
Senate), and the leader of the majority party becomes Prime Minister. The official, but powerless, “Head of State” is the Governor
General, who is appointed directly by the Queen; the current Governor General is a French-Canadian woman. The federal government
has surprisingly little power in Canada; almost all it does is regulate [and provide money to the provinces]. They also administer the
Yukon and Northwest Territories. The most important and controversial federal action in recent times was the “Official Languages Act”
which was supposed to make French and English share equal standing in the nation. Partly because of this act, the government in
Ottawa is generally disliked nationwide—no matter who is in office. It is very distant and often ignored.
The real power in Canada is at the provincial level. Each province has a miniature version of the national parliament, with the
“Premier” always being the leader of the majority party. The official provincial heads of state are the “Lieutenant Governors” (LEF-tenent …), who are appointed by the Governor General. In exerting their power, many provinces have defied the federal languages act.
For example, French is the only official language in Quebec, and English is the only official language in most of the West. The
provinces are also solely responsible for road construction (there is no federal aid [—actually there is, but I didn’t know that then]),
which partly explains why there is only one Trans-Canada Highway.
Today, Canada’s government, both federal and provincial, follows the Scandinavian socialist model. Most provinces, for
instance, have free health care, and there are substantial old age and handicapped pensions. The prairie provinces run huge grain
cooperatives (such as the “Alberta Wheat Pool”) for their farmers. This current trend in government goes back to the days of Prime
Minister Pierre Elliot Trudeau (TRUE-dough), who led Canada through most of the sixties and seventies.
WHAT WILL YOU REMEMBER MOST FROM THE TRIP? It’s hard to say, but I think of everything the day at Jasper, and the
following day in Banff, Yoho, Glacier, and Mount Revelstoke will stand out above the rest. That was the most spectacular part of the
trip—truly Canada at its best.

